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1 Brief Introduction to Data Analysis
The traditional route to model-building in chemistry and physics – a strategy by which implausible hypotheses
are eliminated to arrive at a quantitative framework – has been successfully applied to the realm of biological
physics [1]. For instance, polymer models have predicted how DNA’s extension depends on externally applied
force [2] while thermodynamic models – with deep origin-of-life implications – explain how lipid vesicles trapping
long RNA molecules grow at the expense of neighboring vesicles trapping shorter RNA segments in buffer [3].
Another modeling route is the atomistic – molecular dynamics (MD) – approach in which one investigates complex
systems by monitoring the evolution of their many degrees of freedom. Novel algorithms along with machine
architectures for high-speed MD simulations of biological macromolecules have now even allowed small proteins
to be folded into their native state [4].
Both routes have important pros but they also have cons. For instance, potentials in MD are constructed to
reproduce behaviors in regimes for which they are parametrized and cannot rigorously treat chemical reactions
at the heart of biology.
Furthermore, it is not always clear how simple physics-based models – while intuitive – should be adapted to
treat complex biological data [5–7]. For example, diffusion in complex environments – such as telomeres inside
mammalian cell nuclei [8]; bacterial chromosomal loci [9] and mRNA inside the bacterial cytoplasm [10]; and
viruses inside infected cells [11] – has often been termed “anomalous". This is because “normal" diffusion models
often fail in living systems where there is molecular crowding [12–16], biomolecular interactions and binding
[5,17–21] and active transport [22–26].
Drastic revolutions in the natural sciences have often been triggered by new observations and new observations,
in turn, have presented important modeling challenges. These challenges now include the heterogeneity of data
collected at room temperature or in living systems [5,27,28] and the noise that rattles nanoscale systems [29–32].
Necessity is the mother of invention and these new challenges have motivated statistical, data-driven, approaches
to model-building in biophysics that explicitly deal with various sources of uncertainty [33–41].
Statistical data-driven analysis methods are the focus of this review. Statistical approaches have been invaluable
in generating detailed mechanistic insight into realms previously inaccessible at every step along biology’s central
dogma [42,43]. They have also unveiled basic molecular mechanisms from noisy single molecule data that have
given rise to detailed energy landscape [44–50] and kinetic scheme [31, 51–55] models. Furthermore, one’s
choice of analysis methods can deeply alter the interpretation of experiment [56,57].
We focus this review on parametric as well as more recent information theoretic and non-parametric statistical
approaches to biophysical data analysis with an emphasis on single molecule applications. We review simpler
parametric approaches starting from an assumed model with unknown parameters. We later expand our dis-
cussion to include information theoretic and non-parametric approaches that have broadened our perspective
beyond a strict “parametric" requirement that the model be fully specified from the onset [5,6,36,58,59].
These more general methods have, under some assumptions, relaxed important requirements to: know the
fluorophore photophysics a priori to count single molecules from superresolution imaging [34]; prespecify the
number of states in the analysis of single molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (smFRET) time
traces [36]; or the number of diffusion components contributing to fluorescence correlation spectroscopy curves
[5, 60, 61]; or the number of diffusion coefficients sampled by cytoplasmic proteins from single protein tracking
trajectories [35]. In fact, these efforts bring us closer towards a non-parametric treatment of the data.
As so many model selection [62, 63] and statistical methods developed to tackle problems in physics, and later
biophysics, have been motivated by Shannon’s information [64, 65], we take an information theoretic approach
whenever helpful. Beyond model selection, topics we will discuss also include parameter estimation, image
deconvolution, outliers, change-point detection, clustering and state identification.
In this review, we do not focus on how methods are implemented algorithmically. Rather, we cite the appropriate
literature as needed. Neither do we discuss the experimental methods from which the data are drawn. Since our
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focus is on an introduction to data analysis for single molecule, there are also many topics in data analysis that
we do not discuss at all or in much detail (p-values, type I and II errors, point estimates, hypothesis testing, like-
lihood ratio tests, credible intervals, bootstrapping, Kalman filtering, single particle tracking, localization, feature
modeling, aspects of density estimation, etc...).
Our review is intended for anyone, from student to established researcher, who wants to understand what can
be accomplished with statistical approaches to modeling and where the field of data analysis in biophysics is
headed. For someone just getting started, we place a special emphasis on the logic, strengths and shortcomings
of different data analysis frameworks with a focus on very recent approaches.
2 Frequentist and Bayesian Parametric Approaches: A Brief Review
2.1 Frequentist inference
Conceptually, the simplest data-driven approach is parametric and frequentist. By “parametric", we mean a model
M is pre-specified and its parameters, θ = {θ1, θ2, · · · , θK}, are unknown and to be determined from the data,
D = {D1, D2, · · · , DN}.
By “frequentist", we mean that model parameters are determined exclusively from frequencies of repeated ex-
periments by contrast to being informed by prior information, which we will turn to shortly in our discussion of
Bayesian methods.
Model parameters can, in principle, be determined by binning and subsequently fitting histograms, such as his-
tograms of photon arrivals. Fitting histograms is avoided in data analysis in both frequentist and Bayesian meth-
ods.
In particular, to avoid selecting an arbitrary histogram bin size and having to collect enough data to build a reliable
histogram, model parameters are determined by maximizing the probability, p(D|M), of observing the sequence
of outcomes under the assumptions of a model whose parameter values, θ, have yet to be determined. This
probability, p(D|M) = p(D|θ), is termed the likelihood which is a central object in frequentist inference.
For multiple independent data points, the likelihood is the product over each independent observation
p(D|θ) =
∏
i
p(Di|θ). (1)
As an example of maximum likelihood estimation, suppose our goal is to estimate a molecular motor’s turnover
rate r from a single measurement of the number of stepping events, n, in some time interval ∆T . We begin by
pre-specifying a model: the probability of observing n events is Poisson distributed. Under these assumptions,
our likelihood is
p(D = n|θ = r) = (r∆T )
n
n!
e−r∆T . (2)
Maximizing this likelihood with respect to r yields the estimator rˆ = n/∆T . That is, it returns the most likely
turnover rate under the assumptions of the model.
We can also write likelihoods to explicitly account for correlations in time in a time series (a sequence of data
points ordered in time) even for continuous time. For instance, the likelihood – for a series of events occurring at
times D = t = {t1, t2, · · · , tN} in continuous time with possible time correlations – is
p(D = t|θ) = p(tN |tN−1, · · · , t1,θ) · · · p(t2|t1,θ)p(t1|θ) =
N∏
i=2
[p(ti|{tj}j<i,θ)]p(t1|θ). (3)
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Returning to our molecular motor example, we can also investigate how sharply peaked our likelihood is around
r = rˆ to give us an estimate for the variability around rˆ. A lower bound on the variance – with var(r) ≡ E(r2) −
(E(r))2 where “≡" denotes a definition, not an equality, and E denotes an expectation – evaluated at rˆ is given
by the inverse of the expectation of the likelihood’s curvature
var(rˆ) ≥ 1−E(∂2r log p(n|r))
. (4)
Intuitively, this shows that the variance is inversely proportional to the likelihood’s sharpness at its maximum. This
inequality is called the Cramér-Rao bound and the denominator of the right hand side is called the Fisher informa-
tion [66]. A formal proof of this bound follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality [66]. However, informally, the
equality of the above bound can be understood as follows. Consider our likelihood as a product of independent
observations
p(D|r) =
∏
i
p(Di|r) ≡ eN log f(D|r) (5)
where we have defined f(D|r) through the expression above and f(D|r) is a function that scales like N0. We
then expand the likelihood around its maximum r = r∗
p(D|r) = eN log f(D|r) = eN log f(D|r∗)+N (r−r∗)2!
2
∂2r log f(D|r∗)+R (6)
where R is the remainder. For large enough N , a quadratic expansion of the likelihood, Eq. (6), is a sufficiently
good approximation to the exact p(D|r). By this same reasoning, the var(r) that we compute using the approxi-
mate p(D|r) is a good approximation to the exact var(r). Only when the quadratic expansion is exact – and R is
zero – do we recover the lower Cramér-Rao bound upon computing the variance. In fact, only in this limit do r∗
and rˆ coincide.
2.1.1 Maximum likelihood estimation: Applications to hidden and aggregated Markov models
While our molecular motor example is simple and conceptual, this frequentist approach, that we now discuss in
more detail, has been used to learn kinetic rates of protein folding [67] or protein conformational changes [68].
As a more realistic example, we imagine a noisy two state trajectory with high and low signal. Fig. (1a) is a
cartoon of an experimental single molecule force spectroscopy setup that generates the types of time traces –
transitions of an RNA hairpin between zipped, unzipped and an intermediate state – shown in Fig. (1b) [57]. The
noise level around the signal is high enough that the peaks of the intensity histograms (shown in grey at the
extreme right of Fig. (1b)) overlap. Thus, even in the idealized case where there is no drift in the time trace over
time, it is not possible to draw straight lines through the time trace of Fig. (1b) in order to establish in what state
the system finds itself in at any point in time. In fact, looking for crossings of horizontal lines as an indication of a
state change would grossly overcount the number of transitions between states.
Markov models:
Time series analysis is an important topic in single molecule inference as is treating noise explicitly on a pathwise
basis in single particle tracking data [69, 70] or in two-level time traces [31]. Here we will not deal directly with
single particle tracking problems [71] nor the extensive literature on Kalman filtering in time series analysis [72].
Rather, we immediately focus on Hidden Markov models, HMMs, commonly used in time series analysis that deal
directly with the types of time traces shown in Fig. (1b). Before we tackle noisy time traces, we discuss idealized
traces with no noise (such as thermal noise that rattles molecules, effective noise from unresolved motion on fast
timescales as well as measurement noise). Our goal here is to extract transition rates between states observable
in our noiseless time trace without histogramming data.
Markov models start by assuming that the system can occupy a total of K states and that transitions between
these states are fully described by a transition matrix, A, whose matrix elements, aij , coincide with the transition
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microscopic states are Markov. There are unintended
consequences to these assumptions: since there are fewer
observables than there are microscopic states in AM models,
such models are under-determined. Even for very simple
problems, an infinite number of AM models can be consistent
with the data.20 Thus, relationships between some rates can be
specified (or rates assumed identical) to resolve this
indeterminacy.14
Furthermore, SM data is also noisy. For instance, in SM force
spectroscopy, it may not always be clear whether an apparent
excursion from the high force state to the low force state and
then back to the high force state is due to noise or due to an
actual conformational change in the single molecule. Hidden
Markov (HM) models have traditionally been used in SM
experiments to tackle this challenge.10 HM models start by
assuming (i) a model, for example, an AM model with all of its
built-in assumptions and (ii) statistics of the noise. Then, given
(i) and (ii), the HM model picks transitions between states
from the noisy time trace while simultaneously determining the
model parameters (for the case of AM models, the parameters
would be the rates of transition between states). To be clear,
HM and AM models are not mutually exclusive.19 Rather, we
can think of the hidden AM model as being a further
generalization of an AM model. Given multiple reasonable
models, Bayesian approaches have been developed to
discriminate between models.23
Our goal here is to build on this body of work and lift some
of its most stringent assumptions. In previous work, we
presented a method for tackling noisy SM data starting from a
very general non-Markov model class.35 The mathematics
which are relevant to this work are presented in a self-contained
way in the Appendix. Here our main focus is to apply our
method to single molecule force spectroscopy data and
interpret the results we obtain from our analysis.
Our method is called the non-Markov memory kernel
(NMMK) method because, as we will discuss, our dynamics are
governed by memory kernels which are not a priori assumed to
satisfy the Markov property. Our goal is to extract the memory
kernel from the data in a principled fashion from the force
spectroscopy data. We will do so in a two-step process. First, we
pick out transitions from the data in an objective, model-
independent way24,25 and obtain noisy dwell time histograms in
various states. Next, we extract from each histogram a memory
kernel. The memory kernels will turn out to be our model.
They contain a full description of the system dynamicsjust
like the topology and rates contain a full description of the
dynamics for AM models. To extract the memory kernel from
noisy histograms, we will adapt the method of image
reconstruction.26−29 In this way, we will show how we can let
the entire SM data set “speak for itself” by allowing it to select
for the best model. By not assuming a predetermined model,
we neither waste data nor bias our interpretation of the
transitions in the raw data. A Markov model will only emerge
from this analysis if it is warranted by the data; it is not assumed
a priori. Furthermore, the NMMK method provides a model
which is unique given the data, unlike AM models.
We will apply our method to SM force time traces obtained
from P5ab, a 22 base pair RNA hairpin taken from a
Tetrahymena thermophila ribozyme.33 From our analysis
emerges a more textured, complex dynamics than could
otherwise be obtained by forcing the data onto a simple
prespecified model. In particular, the analysis suggests that not
all transitions are Markov, implying the existence of an
intermediate state of the RNA hairpin. The NMMK method
presented here is general and could in principle be applied to
data originating from a wide variety of SM methods, as well as
bulk data. We will also discuss some improvements to the
method we suggest and some of its limitations and compare our
method to other approaches.
2. THEORETICAL METHODS
2.1. The Generalized Master Equation. In the NMMK
model, the dynamicsdescribed by a generalized master
equationare governed by a memory kernel κ(t)
∫ κ κ̇ = − − ≡ − *f t T T f t T t f t( ) d ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t
0 (1)
where f(t) denotes a dwell time distribution. This dwell time
distribution can be a marginal distribution in a particular state,
say A, or a conditional distribution for being in A for time t,
given that the system was previously in B for some time t′.
There is a memory kernel for each type of dwell time
distribution. AM models are a special type of model where the
kinetics are fully characterized by the set of marginal dwell time
distributions for each state and the set of conditional dwell time
distributions between all pairs of states.18 A renewal process is
fully described by its marginal dwell time distributions.
For simplicity, we will only consider stationary processes and
focus our attention on marginal dwell distributions. The
mathematics of the memory kernel formulation are developed
in some generality elsewhere.35 Here, we summarize important
highlights relevant to the RNA hairpin.
If f(t) is a single exponential, then the memory kernel, κ(t), is
a δ-function. That is, in such a state, there is no memory. This is
the signature of a Markov process. However, suppose f(t) is a
double exponential
= − + −f t a k t a k t( ) exp( ) exp( )1 1 2 2 (2)
Figure 1. Single molecule force spectroscopy is used to monitor RNA
hairpin zipping−unzipping transitions. This figure (adapted from ref
34) shows a SM force spectroscopy setup with a single P5ab RNA
hairpin33 as it undergoes transitions between a zipped and unzipped
state. The bottom bead in the diagram is held fixed by a micropipet.
The upper bead is held in an optical trap. In “passive mode
experiments”, the optical trap is held fixed. As the hairpin transitions
from the unzipped to the zipped state, it exerts force on the bead
which is converted into units of piconewtons (pN) using a worm-like-
chain model. See ref 34 for details.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry B Article
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th m lecule spe ds most of its time at very well separated
discrete force l vels. Usually these are a low force and a high
force level. On assumption made in invoking the SIC is that
the noi e is unco r lated in time. This assumption is not
realized in our data; the bead corner frequency, for instance, is
about 2 kHz (while the data collection frequency was 50 kHz).
However, there was little difference in the change points we
found by applying the SIC to the raw data versus the data
where the time trace was averaged down to remove this
correlation. This result was not surprising because the SIC is
known to underfit data (i.e., find fewer change points than are
actually present); see ref 24 for details.
As a check, we verified that all change points detected by
PELT coincide with change points detected using another
method, namely, an algorithm due to Kalafut.24
Next, we regroup the different force levels using a clustering
algorithm (k-means++) to automate the task of identifying
dwells as high or low force. The input to k-means++ is the
number of clusters desired. K-means++ relies on the
assumption that the traces do not substantially drift in time
(i.e., that the high force state, say, remains at approximately the
same value from the beginning to the end of the trace). This
assumption was reasonable for our time traces. Nonetheless we
also detrended our time traces as follows: (i) took the first 150
000 steps, (ii) took the lowest 10% of those values and found
their median, (iii) repeated the procedure on the last 150 000
steps and took the difference between those two numbers as an
estimate for the total drift, (iv) subtracted the linear drift, and
(v) subsequently removed any overall offset, so that the average
signal is zero.
We call the time traces to which we have applied k-means++
our “quantized time traces”. See Figure 4 for an example. We
can also use k-means++ to merge well separated states (such as
merge two distinct states into one) in order to verify whether
the aggregated state now exhibits conformational memory. We
add that both k-means++ and change-point algorithms depend
on the assumptions of noise statistics, though they are free from
the Markov assumption.
3. DISCUSSION: THE UNFOLDED (LOW FORCE) STATE
OF RNA SHOWS CONFORMATIONAL MEMORY
The SM force spectroscopy data we present was collected in
the passive mode, meaning the trap position is held fixed as the
P5ab RNA hairpin33 transitions between zipped and unzipped
states. See ref 34 for details. Multiple runs, all collected at 50
kHz over a period of 1 min, were carried out on different
physical RNA fibers and at different trap positions for each
fiber. Our focus here is on the majority of time traces collected
where the SM is populating both high force and low force states
for about equal time. Figures 5 and 6 are examples of such
traces which also illustrate just how noisy data can be.
Furthermore, some traces have larger noise amplitude than
others and some traces show excursions to an intermediate
state.
In addition, for simplicity, we only computed the memory
kernel for the marginal dwell time distributions in the low and
high force state. For a renewal process, these memory kernels
would be a complete description of the kinetics. While we
could, in principle, also compute the memory kernel for
conditional dwell distributions, we have not done so here where
our focus is, instead, on marginal distributions.
Figure 4. We use a change-point algorithm to find transitions in the
raw SM force spectroscopy data. Left: Typical time trace obtained by
SM force spectroscopy in the passive mode34 showing the transitions
between a zipped and unzipped state of an RNA hairpin. The high
force (i.e., high signal) state coincides with the zipped state of the
hairpin. The raw data are gray, and their associated histogrammed
ignal intensity, also gray, sh ws substantial overlap between low and
high force states. We apply PELT,25 a change-point algorithm, and
detect the steps in the data shown in red. The histogrammed signal
intensity of this de-noised time trace still shows finite breadth. K-
means++ is used to cluster each dwell to its closest cluster. Here we
specified three clusters, since the red histogram has three well
separated peaks. The resulting quantized steps are shown in blue, and
the resulting signal histogram is, by construction, an infinitely sharp
p ak.
Figure 5. Some RNA time traces show apparent excursions to an
intermediate force state. Data is shown in red. The data shown are
only a fraction of the full trace which is collected over a period of 1
min. The offset green curve is the quantized time trace where three
clusters were specified.
Figure 6. Some RNA time traces show no excursions to an
intermediate force state. As with Figure 5, red is the data and green
is the offset quantized time trace. This trace shows no obvious
excursions to an intermediate state. These excursions could be
obscured by the noise. When we cluster the force levels of the time
trace into three states, we recover a state very similar in magnitude to
the high force state. This implies that k-means++ is having difficulty
finding the low intermediate force state it had recovered in Figure 5.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry B Article
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a b
Figure 1: Sin le molecul ex riments often generate tim tr ces. The goal is to infer models of single molecule
behavior from these time traces. a) A cartoon of a single molecule force spectroscopy setup probing transitions between
zip ed and unzipped states of an RNA hairpin [57]. C ange-point algorith s, that we later discuss, were used in b) to
determine when the signal suddenly changes (r d lin ). The signal indicates the changes in the conformation of the RNA
hairpin obscured by noise. Clustering algorithm , also discussed la er, were th n used to regroup the “denoised" intensity
levels (red line) into distinct states (blue line).
proba ility of st te si t stat sj , aij = p(sj |si). Given idealized (noiseless) time traces for now, our goal is to find
the model para ters, θ, which consist of all transitio matrix eleme ts as well as all initial state probabilities.
That is, p(sj |si) for all pairs of states i and j and p(si) for all i.
To obtain these p rameters, we defin a likelihood, for each trajectory, of having observed a definite state se-
quence D = {s1, s2, ..., sN} – where {s1, 2, ..., sN} here are numbers tha serve as labels for states – in iscrete
time
L(θ|D) ≡ p(s1, s2, ..., sN |θ) =
N∏
=2
[p(si|si−1)] p(s1). (7)
We have written the transition probability from time t to t+ δt as p(st+δt|st) where st is the state the system finds
itself in at time t. We subsequently maximize these likelihoods with respect to all unknown parameters, θ. We
add th t we need ore than one trajectory to estimat the initial tate probabilities.
Finally, while the likelihood is the probability of the data given the model, the likelihood is typically maximized with
respect o its para eters and its parameters are treated as its variables. F r this reason we write L(θ|D) not
L(D|θ).
Hidden Markov m dels:
While Eq. (7) is used f r theoretical illustrations [38, 73, 74], it must be augmented to treat noise for real data
analysis applications. These resulting models, HMMs [31, 75, 76], have been broadly used in single molecule
analysis including smFRET studies [47,77–81] and force spectroscopy [68].
In HMMs, the state of the signal in time, termed the state of the “latent" or hidden variable, is provided indirectly
through a sequence of observations D = y = {y1, y2, ..., yN}. Often this relation is captured by the probability of
making the observation yi given that the system is in state si, p(yi|si).
We can use a distribution over observations f the form p(yi|si) under the a sumptio that the noise is uncorre-
lated in time and that the observable only depends on the state of the underlying system at that time. A Gaussian
form for p(yi|si) – following from the central limit theorem or as an approximation to the Poisson distribution – is
common [31,77].
The HMM model parameters, θ, now include, as before, all transition matrix elements as well as all initial state
probabilities. In addition, θ also includes the parameters used to describe p(yi|si). For example, for a Gaussian
distribution over observations, where µk an σk designate the mean and variance of the signal for the system in
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state k at time point i, we have
p(yi|si = k) ∝ e
− (yi−µk)
2
2σ2
k (8)
where the additional parameters include the means and variances for each state. For this reason, to be clear, we
may have chosen to make our probability over observations depend explicitly on θ, p(yi|si,θ).
In discrete time, where i denotes the time index, the likelihood used for HMMs is
L(θ|D) = p(y|θ) =
∑
s
p(y, s|θ) =
∑
s
N∏
i=2
[p(yi|si)p(si|si−1)] p(y1|s1)p(s1) (9)
where s = {s1, · · · , sN}. Unlike in Eq. (7), in Eq. (9), the si are bolded as they are variables not numbers. We sum
over these state variables since we are not, in general, interested in knowing the full distribution p(y, s|θ). Rather
we are only interested in obtaining the marginal likelihood p(y|θ) describing the probability of the observation
given the model irrespective of what state the system occupied at each point in time.
Put differently, while the system only occupies a definite state at any given time point, we are unaware of what
state the system is in. And, for this reason, we must sum over all possibilities.
An alternative way to represent the HMM is to say
s1 ∼ p(s1)
si|si−1 ∼ p(si|si−1)
yi|si, θ ∼ p(yi|si,θ). (10)
That is s1 – a number, i.e. a realization of s1 – is sampled from p(s1). Then for any i > 1, si|si−1 – a realization
of si conditioned on si−1 – is sampled from the conditional p(si|si−1) while its observation yi|si, θ is sampled from
p(yi|si,θ).
The goal is now to maximize the likelihood, Eq. (9), over each parameter θ. There is a broad literature describing
multiple strategies available to numerically evaluate and maximize the likelihood functions generated from HMMs
(as well as AMMs described in the next section) [82] including the Viterbi algorithm [77,83], and, most often used,
forward-backward algorithms and expectation maximization [75,84].
Aggregated Markov models:
Aggregated Markov models (AMMs) [85] can be thought of as a special case of HMMs in which many states of
the latent variable have identical output.
AMMs were popularized in biophysics in the analysis of single ion-channel patch clamp experiments [85–88]
since, often, two or more distinct inter-converting molecular states of an ion channel may not be experimentally
distinguishable. For example, both states may carry current.
Microscopic states that cannot be distinguished experimentally form an “aggregate of states". In its simplest
formulation, AMMs describe transitions between two aggregates (such as the open and closed aggregates of
states). Each aggregate is composed of multiple, possible interconverting, microscopic states that cannot be
directly observed. Instead, each aggregate of states belongs to an “observability class". For instance, one can
say that a particular microscopic state belongs to the “open observability class" for an ion channel or the “dark
observability class" for a fluorophore.
AMMs are relevant beyond ion channels. In smFRET, a low FRET state (the “low fluorescence observability
class") could arise from photophysical properties of the fluorophores or an internal state of the labeled protein
[78]. In fact, most recently, AMMs have been used to address the single molecule counting problem using
superresolution imaging data [34].
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For simplicity, consider a rate matrix, Q, containing only two observability classes, 1 and 2,
Q =
[
Q11 Q12
Q21 Q22
]
. (11)
The submatrices Qij are populated by matrix elements, indexed k` say, describing the transition rates from state
k in observability class i to state ` in observability class j.
The logic from this point forward is identical to the logic of the previous section on HMMs. We must write down
a likelihood and subsequently maximize this likelihood with respect to the model parameters. Ignoring noise, the
likelihood of observing the sequence of observability classes D = {a1, a2, ..., aN} in continuous time is [89]
L(θ|D) = 1T ·
N−1∏
j=1
Gajaj+1(tj) · pia1 (12)
where the ith element of the column vector, pia1 , denotes the initial probability of being in state i from the a1
observability class and where
Gab(tj) = Qabe
Qaatj . (13)
In other words, k`th element of Gab(tj) is the probability that you enter from the kth state of observability class a,
dwell there for time tj and subsequently transition to the `th state of observability class b. The row vector, 1T , in
Eq. (12) is used as a mathematical device to sum over all final microscopic states of the observability class, aN ,
observed at the last time point. We do so because we only know in which final observability class we are at the
N th measurement, not which microscopic state of the system we are in.
The parameters, θ, here include transitions between all microscopic states across all observability classes as well
as initial probabilities for each state within each observability class. Since the number of parameters exceeds the
number of observability classes in AMMs, AMMs often yield underdetermined problems [90].
The AMM treatment above can be generalized to include noise or treated in discrete time [91,92]. Both AMMs and
HMMs can also be generalized to include the possibility of missed transitions [34, 93]. Missed transitions arise
in real applications when a system in some state (in HMMs) or observability class (in AMMs), say k, undergoes
rapid transitions – for example rapid as compared to td, the camera’s data acquisition time – to another state,
say `. Then the real transition probability in state k must account for all possible missed transitions to ` and
recoveries back to k that could have occurred within td. We account for these missed transitions be resuming
over all possible events that could have occurred within the interval td. The technical details are described in
Refs. [34,93].
2.2 Bayesian inference
Frequentist inference yields model parameter estimates – like rˆ we saw earlier which are called “point estimates" –
and error bounds. Just as we’ve treated the data in the previous section as random variables – that is, realizations
of an experiment – and model parameters as fixed quantities to be determined, Bayesian analysis treats both
the data as well as model parameters as random variables [94]. For the same amount of data that is used in
frequentist inference, Bayesian methods return parameter distributions whose usefulness is contingent on the
choice of likelihood and prior, which we describe shortly.
Bayesian methods are now widely used across biophysical data analysis [35, 36, 95–99]. For instance, they
have been used to infer models describing how mRNA-protein complexes transition between active transport and
Brownian motion [96].
Of central importance in Bayesian analysis is the posterior, p(M|D): the conditional probability over models M
given observations, D, i.e. the probability of the model after observations have been made. Since there may be
many (choices of) models, we have bolded the model variable, M. By contrast, the probability over M before
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observations are made, p(M), is called a prior.
We construct the posterior from Bayes’ rule (or theorem) using the likelihood and the prior as inputs. That is, we
set
p(D,M) = p(M,D) (14)
p(M|D)p(D) = p(D|M)p(M)
p(M|D) = p(D|M)p(M)
p(D)
where p(D) is obtained by normalization from
p(D) =
∫
dMp(D,M) =
∫
dMp(D|M)p(M) (15)
and p(D,M) is called the joint probability of the model and the data. Typically, in parametric Bayesian inference,
when there is a single model, the integration in Eq. (15) is meant as an integration over the model’s parameters.
However there are cases where many parametric models M are considered and the integration is interpreted as
a sum over models (if the models are discrete) and a subsequent integration over their associated parameters (if
the parameters are continuous).
Furthermore, we can marginalize (integrate over) posteriors to describe the posterior probability of a particular
model, say M`, from the broader set of models M irrespective of its associated parameter values (θ`)
p(M`|D) ∝
∫
dθ`p(D|M`,θ`)p(θ`|M`)p(M`). (16)
Here we make it a point to distinguish a model from its parameters, while earlier M re-grouped both models and
their parameters. Furthermore, to be clear, we note that the following notations are equivalent∫
dθ` ↔
∫
dKθ ↔
∫ K∏
k=1
dkθ (17)
where K designates the total number of parameters, θ. The quantity p(M`|D) can then be used to compare
different models head-to-head. For instance, in single particle tracking, we may be interested in computing the
posterior probability that a particle’s mean square displacement arises from one of many models of transport
(Brownian motion versus directed motion) irrespective of any value assigned to parameters such as the diffusion
coefficient [97].
2.2.1 Priors
As the number of observations, N , grows, the likelihood determines the shape of the posterior and the choice of
likelihood becomes critical as we will illustrate shortly in Fig. (2). By the central limit theorem, for sufficiently inde-
pendent observations, the likelihood function’s breadth will narrow with respect to its mean as N−1/2. Provided
abundant data, more attention should be focused on selecting an appropriate likelihood function than selecting a
prior.
However, if provided with insufficient data, our choice of prior may deeply influence the posterior. This is perhaps
best illustrated with the extreme example of the canonical distribution in classical statistical physics where pos-
terior distributions – over Avogadro’s number of particle positions and velocities – are constructed from just one
data point (total average energy with vanishingly small error) [38, 100, 101]. That is, the error bar is below the
resolution limit of the experiment on a macroscopic system.
While the situation is not quite as extreme in biophysics, data may still be quite limited. For instance, single particle
(protein) tracks may be short because protein labels photobleach or particles move in and out of focus [35] or the
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kinetics into and out of intermediate states may be difficult to quantify in single molecule force spectroscopy for
rarely visited conformational states [57].
A good choice of prior is therefore also important. There are two types of priors: informative and uninformative
[94,102].
2.2.2 Uninformative priors
The simplest uninformative prior – inspired from Laplace’s principle of insufficient reason when the set of hy-
potheses are complete and mutually exclusive, such as with dice rolls – is the flat, uniform, distribution. Under
the assumption that p(M) is constant, or flat, over some range, the posterior and likelihood are directly related
p(M|D) ∝ p(D|M)p(M) ∝ p(D|M). (18)
That is, their dependence on M is identical. However, a flat prior over a model parameter, say θ, is not quite as
uninformative as it may appear [94] as, a coordinate transformation to the alternate variable, say eθ, reveals that
we suddenly know more about the random variable eθ than we did about θ since its distribution is no longer flat.
Conversely, if eθ is uniform on the interval [0, 1], then θ becomes more concentrated at the upper boundary, 1.
The problem stems from the fact that, under coordinate transformation, if the variable θ’s range is from [0, 1], then
eθ ’s range is from [1, e]. To resolve this problem, we can use the Jeffreys prior [103–105] which is invariant under
reparametrization of a continuous variable.
The Jeffreys prior, as well as other uninformative priors, are widely used tools across the biophysical literature
[106–109]. As we will discuss shortly – as well as in detail in the last section – the Shannon entropy itself can be
thought of as an uninformative prior (technically the logarithm of a prior) over probability distributions [38,110,111].
This prior is used in the analysis of data originating from a number of techniques including fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy (FCS) [5, 60, 61], Electron spin resonance (ESR) [112], fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET) and bulk fluorescence [113–115].
2.2.3 Informative priors
One choice of informative prior is suggested by Bayes’ theorem that is used to update priors to posteriors. Briefly,
we see that when additional independent data are incorporated into a posterior, the new posterior p(M|D2, D1)
is obtained from the old posterior, p(M|D1), and the likelihood as follows
p(M|D2, D1) ∝ p(D2|M)p(M|D1). (19)
In this way, the old posterior, p(M|D1), plays the role of the prior for the new posterior, p(M|D2, D1). If we ask
– on the basis of mathematical simplicity – that all future posteriors adopt the same mathematical form, then our
choice of prior is settled: this prior – called a conjugate prior – must yield a posterior of the same mathematical
form as the prior when multiplied by its corresponding likelihood. The likelihood, in turn, is dictated by the choice
of experiment.
Priors, say p(M|γ), may depend on additional parameters, γ, called hyperparameters distinct from the model
parameters θ. These hyperparameters, in turn, can also be distributed, p(γ|η), thereby establishing a parame-
ter hierarchy. For instance, an observable (say the FRET intensity) can depend on the state of a protein which
depends on transition rates to that state (a model parameter) which, in turn, depends on prior parameters de-
termining how transition rates are assumed to be a priori distributed (hyperparameter). We will see examples of
such hierarchies in the context of later discussions on infinite Hidden Markov Models.
As a final note, before turning to an example of conjugacy, to avoid committing to specific arbitrary values for
hyperparameters we may assume they are distributed according to a (hyper)prior and integrate over the hyper-
parameters in order to obtain p(M|D) from p(M|D, γ, η, ...).
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Figure 2: The posterior probability sharpens as more data are accumulated. Here we sampled data according to a
Poisson distribution with λ = 5 (designated by the dotted line). Our samples were D = {2, 8, 5, 3, 5, 2, 5, 10, 6, 4}. We plotted
the prior (Eq. (20) with α = 2, β = 1/7) and the resulting posterior after collecting N = 1, then N = 5 and N = 10 points.
Now, we illustrate the concept of conjugacy by returning to our earlier molecular motor example. The prior
conjugate to the Poisson distribution with parameter λ – Eq. (2) where λ is r∆T – is the Gamma distribution
Gamma(α, β) = p(λ = r∆T |α, β) = β
α
Γ(α)
λα−1e−βλ (20)
which contains two hyperparameters, α and β. After a single observation – of n1 events in time ∆T – the posterior
is
p(λ|N,α, β) = Gamma(n1 + α, 1 + β) (21)
while, after N independent measurements, with D = {n1, · · ·nN}, we have
p(λ|D, α, β) = Gamma
(
N∑
i=1
ni + α,N + β
)
. (22)
Fig. (2) illustrates how the posterior is dominated by the likelihood provided sufficient data and how an arbitrary
choice for the hyperparameters becomes less important for large enough N .
Single molecule photobleaching provides yet another illustrative example [116]. Here we consider the probability
that a molecule has an inactive fluorophore (one that never turns on) which, in itself, is a problem towards
achieving quantitative superresolution imaging [117]. We define θ as the probability that a fluorophore is active
(and detected). We, correspondingly, let 1−θ be the probability that the fluorophore never turns on. The probability
that y of n total molecules in a complex turns on is then binomially distributed
p(y|θ) = n!
(n− y)!y!θ
y(1− θ)n−y. (23)
Over multiple measurements (multiple complexes each having n total molecules), y, we obtain the following
likelihood
p(y|θ) ∝
∏
i
n!
(n− yi)!yi!θ
yi(1− θ)n−yi . (24)
One choice for p(θ) is the Beta distribution, a conjugate prior to the binomial,
p(θ) =
(a+ b− 1)!
(a− 1)!(b− 1)!θ
a−1(1− θ)b−1. (25)
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By construction (i.e. by conjugacy), our posterior now takes the form of the Beta distribution
p(θ|y) ∝ θ
∑
i yi+a−1(1− θ)
∑
i(n−yi)+b−1. (26)
Given these data, the estimated mean, θˆ, obtained from the posterior is now:
θˆ =
∑
i yi + a∑
i n+ a+ b
=
∑
i yi∑
i n+ a+ b
+
a∑
i n+ a+ b
(27)
which is, perhaps unsurprisingly, a weighted sum over the prior expectation and the actual data.
Conjugate priors do have obvious mathematical appeal and yield analytically tractable forms for posteriors but
they are more restrictive. Numerical methods to sample posteriors – including Gibbs sampling and related Markov
chain Monte Carlo methods [118,119] – continue to be used [116] and developed [120] for biophysical problems
and have somewhat reduced the historical analytical advantage of conjugate priors. However the advantage
conferred by the tractability of conjugate priors has turned out to be major advantage for more complex inference
problems – such as those involving Dirichlet processes – that we will discuss later.
3 Information Theory as a Data Analysis Tool
3.1 Information theory: Introduction to key quantities
In 1948 Shannon [64] formulated a quantitative measure of uncertainty of a distribution, p(x), later called the
Shannon entropy
H(x) = −
K∑
i=1
p(xi) log p(xi) (28)
where xi, the observable, takes on K discrete numerical values {x1, x2, · · · , xK} such as the intensity levels
observed from a single molecule time trace. Often, −H(x), is called the Shannon information.
The Shannon entropy is an exact, non-perturbative, formula whose mathematical form, Eq. (28), has also been
argued using the large sample limit of the multinomial distribution and Poisson distribution (as we will show
later) [38]. However, Shannon made no such approximations and derived H(x) from a simple set of axioms that
a reasonable measure of uncertainty must satisfy [64].
The Shannon entropy behaves as we expect an uncertainty to behave. That is, informally, when all probabilities
are uniform, p(xi) = 1/K for any xi, then H(x) is at its maximum, H(x) = log K. In fact, as K increases, so does
the uncertainty, again as we would expect. Conversely, when all probabilities, save one, are zero, then H(x) is at
its minimum, H(x) = 0. On a more technical note, Shannon also stipulated that the uncertainty of a probability
distribution must satisfy the “composition property" which quantifies how uncertainties should add if outcomes,
indexed i, are arbitrarily regrouped [38,64].
Later formalizations due to Shore and Johnson (SJ) [121], have independently arrived at precisely the same form
as H(x) (or any function monotonic with H(x)). SJ’s work is closer in spirit to Bayesian methods [110,111,122–
125]. We refer the reader to the last section of this review for a simplified version of SJ’s derivation.
While we have so far dealt with distributions depending only on a single variable, the Shannon entropy can also
deal with joint probability distributions as follows
H(x, y) = −
Kx∑
i=1
Ky∑
j=1
p(xi, yj) log p(xi, yj). (29)
If both observables are statistically independent – that is, if p(xi, yj) = p(xi)p(yj) – then H(x, y) is the sum of
the Shannon entropy of each observable, i.e. H(x, y) = −∑i,j p(xi)p(yj) log p(xi)p(yj) = −∑i p(xi) log p(xi)−
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H(x)
H(y)
I(x,y)
H(x,y)H(y|x)H(x|y)
Figure 3: Venn diagram depicting different information quantities and their relationship. The value of each entropy is
represented by the enclosed area of different regions. H(x) and H(y) are both complete circles.∑
j p(yj) log p(yj) = H(x) +H(y). This property is called “additivity".
On the other hand, if the two observables are statistically dependent – that is, if p(xi, yj) 6= p(xi)p(yj) – then we
can decompose the Shannon entropy as follows
H(x, y) = −
∑
i,j
p(xi, yj) log (p(xi|yj)p(yj)) = H(y) +H(x|y) (30)
where p(xi|yj) = p(xi, yj)/p(yj) is the conditional probability and H(x|y) ≡ −
∑
i,j p(xi, yj) log p(xi|yj). H(x|y)
is called the conditional entropy that measures the uncertainty in knowing the outcome of x if the value of y is
known. In fact, this interpretation follows from Eq. (30): the total uncertainty in predicting the outcomes of both x
and y, H(x, y), follows from the uncertainty to predict y, given by H(y), and the uncertainty to predict x after y is
known, H(x|y).
Fig. (3) illustrates the relationship between these entropies and, in particular, provides a conceptual picture for
the relation H(x, y) = H(y) +H(x|y) = H(x) +H(y|x).
The Venn diagram provides us with another important quantity, the mutual information I(x, y), which corresponds
to the intersecting area between H(x) and H(y). From Fig. (3), we can read out the following form of I(x, y) and
its relation to other entropies
I(x, y) = H(x) +H(y)−H(x, y)
= H(y)−H(y|x) = H(x)−H(x|y)
=
∑
i,j
p(xi, yj) log
(
p(xi, yj)
p(xi)p(yj)
)
. (31)
The second line of Eq. (31) provides an intuitive meaning for I(x, y) as the amount of uncertainty reduction that
knowledge of either observable provides about the other. In other words, it is interpreted as the information
shared by the two observables x and y. From the last line of Eq. (31), we see that I(x, y) = 0 if and only if x and
y are statistically independent, p(xi, yj) = p(xi)p(yj), for all xi and yj .
Now that we have defined the mutual information, we define the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (or relative
entropy) – a generalization of the mutual information – defined as [126,127]
DKL[p(x)‖p(y)] =
∑
i,j
p(xi) log
p(xi)
p(yj)
. (32)
In Eq. (32), the probability distributions are distributions over single variables for simplicity only. The KL divergence
vanishes if and only if p(x) = p(y) but otherwise DKL[p(x)‖p(y)] ≥ 0. We will see this quantity appear in our model
selection section interpreted as a measure of dissimilarity in information content between p(x) and p(y). It is
also interpreted as a pseudo-distance between p(x) and p(y) [128,129] though it is not generally symmetric with
respect to its arguments, DKL[p(x)‖p(y)] 6= DKL[p(y)‖p(x)].
Finally, we note that the Shannon entropy defined as a measure of uncertainty is different from the entropy
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discussed in thermodynamics and statistical mechanics. Confounding these concepts has lead to important
misconceptions [130] and we discuss important differences between the Shannon and thermodynamic entropy
in the last section of this review.
3.2 Information theory in model inference
Feynman often remarked that Young’s double-slit experiment and its conceptual implications captured the essence
of all of quantum mechanics [131]. The following thought experiment captures key aspects of information the-
ory [122,132].
An information theorist once noted that a third of kangaroos have blue eyes (B) and a quarter are left-handed (L).
Thus three quarters are right-handed (R) and two-thirds are not blue-eyed (N).
The information theorist was then asked to compute the joint probability that kangaroos simultaneously be blue-
eyed and right-handed (pBR). But, this is an underdetermined problem. In fact, we have four unknown probabil-
ities (pBR, pBL, pNR, pNL) but only three constraints (i.e. constraints on blue eyes, left-handedness but also a
constraint on the normalization of probabilities). Thus, from these limited constraints and some algebra, we find
that pBR can take on any value from 1/12 to 1/3. Even for this simple example, there are an infinite number of
acceptable models (i.e. probabilities) lying within this range.
To resolve this apparent ambiguity, the information theorist recommended that zero correlations between eye
color and handedness be assumed a priori since none are otherwise provided by the data. The only model that
now satisfies this condition, and falls within the previous range, is pBR = pBpR = (1/3)× (3/4) = 1/4.
Interestingly, this solution could equally well have been obtained by minimizing the Shannon information intro-
duced in the previous section – or equivalently maximizing the Shannon entropy (H = −∑i pi log pi) – under
the three constraints of the problem imposed using Lagrange multipliers where the index i labels each discrete
outcome. This short illustration highlights many important ideas relevant to biophysical data analysis that we will
use later and touches upon this critical point: information theory provides a principled recipe for incorporating
data – even absent data – in model inference.
For our kangaroo example, information theory provides a recipe by which all data – both present and absent –
contributed to the model-building process. In fact, by saying nothing about the structure of correlations between
eye-color and handedness – what we are calling “absent data" – we say something: all but one value for pBR
would have imposed correlations between the model variables.
In our kangaroo example, unmeasured correlations were set to zero as a prior assumption to obtain pBR = 1/4.
This assumption on absent data is built into the process of model inference by maximizing the Shannon entropy
(a process called MaxEnt). The details of this reasoning follow from the SJ axioms discussed in the last section
of the review. But informally, for now, we say that MaxEnt only inserts correlations that are contained in the data
(through the constraints) and assumes no other.
While the kangaroo example is conceptual, here is an example relevant to biophysics: master equations – the
evolution equations describing the dynamics of state occupation probabilities – also rigorously follow from max-
imizing the Shannon entropy over single molecule trajectory probabilities by assuming structure of absent data.
While the mathematics are detailed elsewhere [73] and reviewed in a broader context in Ref. [38], the key idea is
simple. When we write a master equation with rates (transition probabilities per unit time) from state to state, we
presuppose that the rates themselves – that is, conditional probabilities of hopping from one state to another –
are time-independent. In order for MaxEnt to arrive at time-independent rates, it must therefore have information
on future, as of yet, unobserved transitions which should exhibit no time dependence.
Once these basic constraints on the absent (future) data are incorporated in MaxEnt, then master equations
follow as a natural consequence [73]. The master equations still only follow if the data provided on transition
probabilities has no spatial dependence and thus the system is, at least locally, well-stirred. Otherwise, we may
need a more detailed model with, for example, spatially dependent forces [6].
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As we will discuss, the structure imposed on absent data [5] is related to the concept of priors in Bayesian
analysis [133] and model complexity penalties [62,63] which we will review in later sections.
3.3 Maximum Entropy and Bayesian inference
Maximum entropy (MaxEnt) is a recipe to infer probability distributions from the data. The probability distributions
inferred coincide with the maximum of an objective function.
Historically, in its simplest realization, Jaynes [38, 100, 101] used Shannon’s entropy to infer the most probable
distribution of equilibrium classical degrees of freedom (positions and momenta). He did so by asking which
distribution, {pi}, maximizedH given constraints (imposed using Lagrange multipliers) on normalization
∑
i pi = 1
and the average energy. Mathematically, Jaynes maximized the following objective function with respect to the
{pi} and the Lagrange multipliers
−
∑
i
pi log pi −
∑
j
λj
(∑
i
aijpi − a¯j
)
(33)
where the λj are the Lagrange multipliers for the jth constraint, and a¯j are the measured average of the quantity
aj which, for outcome i, takes on the value aij . For example, the average dice roll would be constrained as:
(
∑6
i=1 ipi − 2.7) assuming the average roll happens to be 2.7. Furthermore, if the jth constraint is normalization,
then it would be imposed by setting aij = a¯j = 1 for that constraint.
In fact, going back to our kangaroo example, we saw that acceptable values for pBR that satisfied all 3 constraints
were 1/12 to 1/3. We could have assumed that all values in this range were equally acceptable. However, by
enforcing no correlations where none were warranted by the data, we arrived at 1/4 from MaxEnt.
To quantify just how good or bad 1/4 is, we need a posterior distribution over models, {pi}, for the given data. In
other words, we need to reconcile MaxEnt and Bayesian inference by relating the entropy to a Bayesian prior.
To do so, we first note that maximizing the constrained Shannon entropy, Eq. (33), is analogous to maximizing
a posterior over the {pi}: H is a logarithm of a prior over the {pi} while the constraints are the logarithm of the
likelihood. The same restrictions that apply to selecting a likelihood in frequentist and Bayesian analysis hold for
selecting its logarithm (i.e. the constraints in MaxEnt). Thus, just as Bayesian inference generates distributions
over parameters, {pi}, MaxEnt returns point estimates (the maxima, {p∗i }, of the constrained Shannon entropy).
As we will see, the constraints that we imposed on Eq. (33) are highly unusual and equivalent to delta-function
likelihoods infinitely sharply peaked at their mean value.
To quantitatively relate MaxEnt to Bayesian inference, we take a frequentist route [111,122] and consider frequen-
cies of the outcomes of an experiment by counting the number of events collected in the ith bin, ni, assuming
such independent events occur with probability µi
P (n|µ) =
∏
i
µnii e
−µi
ni!
∼ e
∑
i(ni−µi)e−
∑
i ni log(ni/µi) (34)
where, in the last step, we have invoked Stirling’s approximation valid when all ni are large. We now define N as
the total number of events,
∑
i ni, and define probabilities pi ≡ ni/N and qi ≡ µi/N [38]. Then
P (p|q) ∼ eN
∑
i(pi−qi)e−N
∑
i pi log(pi/qi). (35)
By imposing normalization on both pi and qi, we have
P (p |q) ≡ P
(
p
∣∣∣∣∣q,∑
i
pi =
∑
i
qi = 1
)
=
e−N
∑
i pi log(pi/qi)δ∑
i pi,1
δ∑
i qi,1
Z
=
eNHδ∑
i pi,1
δ∑
i qi,1
Z
(36)
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where Z = Z(q) is a normalization factor. That is, it is an integral of the numerator of Eq. (36) over each pi from
0 to 1. In addition, H = −∑i pi log (pi/qi) and δx,y, is the Kronecker delta (i.e. is zero unless x=y in which case it
is one).
For our simple kangaroo example, we can now compute the posterior probability over the model, p, given con-
straints from the data,D by multiplying the prior, Eq. (36), with hard (Kronecker delta) constraints as our likelihood.
This yields
P (p|D,q) = δp1+p2,1/3δp3+p4,1/4 × P (p |q)
Z
(37)
and Z is again a normalization and we have conveniently re-indexed the probabilities with numbers rather than
letters. Here P (p|D,q) is a posterior, P(p|q) is a prior (which we have found depends on the Shannon entropy)
and q are hyperparameters. Intuitively, we can understand q as being the values to which p defaults when we
maximize the entropy in the absence of constraints. That is, maximizing −∑i pi log(pi/qi) returns pi ∝ qi.
In fact, P (p|D,q) describes the probability over all allowed models. Furthermore, given identical constraints from
the data – i.e. the same likelihood – and given that the normalization, Z, does not depend on p, the ratio of
posterior probabilities then only depends on the Shannon entropy of both models
P (p|D,q)
P (p′|D,q) = e
N(−H(p′|q)+H(p|q)). (38)
The factor of N quantifies the strength of our prior assumptions in much the same way that the hyperparameters
α and β of Eq. (20) set properties of the prior. In other words, informally N tells us how many “data points" our
prior knowledge is worth.
Now, we can evaluate, for the kangaroo example, a ratio of posteriors for the optimal MaxEnt model (p1 =
1/4, p2 = 1/12, p3 = 1/2, p4 = 1/6) and a variant
P (p1 = 1/4, p2 = 1/12, p3 = 1/2, p4 = 1/6|D)
P (p1 = 1/4− , p2 = 1/12 + , p3 = 1/2 + , p4 = 1/6− |D) = e
N(0.19) (39)
where we have assumed equal (uniform) qi’s and  = 1/8.
While the maximum of the posterior, Eq. (37), is independent of N for the kangaroo example – because of the
artificiality of delta-function constraints – the shape of the posterior and thus the credible interval (the Bayesian
analogue of the frequentist confidence interval) – certainly depend on N [110,124].
The MaxEnt recipe is thus equivalent to maximizing a posterior over a probability distribution. The prior in the
MaxEnt prescription is set to the entropy for fundamental reasons described in the last section of the review which
also details the repercussions of rejecting the principle of MaxEnt.
MaxEnt does not assume a parametric form for the probability distribution. Also, the model parameters – that is,
each individual pi – can be very large for probability distributions discretized on a very fine grid.
3.4 Applications of MaxEnt: Deconvolution methods
Often, to determine how many exponential components contribute to a decay process, a decay signal is first fit
to a single exponential and the resulting goodness-of-fit is quantified. If the fit is deemed unsatisfactory, then an
additional decay component is introduced and new parameters (two exponential decay constants and the relative
weights for each exponential in this mixture model) are determined. As described, this fitting procedure cannot
be terminated in a principled way. That is, an increasingly large number of exponentials will always improve the
fit [125].
MaxEnt deconvolution methods are specifically tailored to tackle this routine problem of data analysis. To give a
concrete example, imagine a decay signal, s(t), which is related to the distribution of decay rates, p(r), through
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the following relation
s(t) =
∫ ∞
0
dre−rtp(r). (40)
MaxEnt deconvolution solves the inverse problem of determining p(r) from s(t). That is, MaxEnt readily infers
probability distributions such as unknown weights, the p(r), which appear in mixture models [110]. These weights
could include, for example, probabilities for exponentials, as in Eq. (40), or probabilities that cytoplasmic proteins
sample different diffusion coefficients [5,61,134]. The fitting procedure is ultimately terminated because MaxEnt
insists on simple (minimum information or maximum entropy) models consistent with observations.
More generally, for discrete data, Di, we can write the discrete analog of Eq. (40)
Di =
∑
j
Gijpj + i (41)
where Gij is the ijth matrix element of a general transformation matrix, G, and pj is the model. Contrary to the
noiseless Eq. (40) here, we have added noise, i, to Eq. (41).
All experimental details are captured in the matrix G. Here are examples of this matrix:
GFluor · p =
∫ ∞
0
dre−rtp(r) (42)
GFRAP · p = −
∫ ∞
0
dDe−
(x−x0)2
2Dt p(D) (43)
GFCS · p = −
∫ ∞
0
dτD
1
n
1
(1 + τ/τD)3/2
p(τD) (44)
where the first can be used to determine decay rate distributions [113–115]; the second is relevant to fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) with an undetermined distribution over diffusion coefficients, D (assuming
isotropic diffusion in one dimension); the third is relevant to fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) with
an undetermined distribution over diffusion times, τD, through a confocal volume [5, 61], assuming a symmetric
Gaussian confocal volume with n diffusing particles.
If a Gaussian noise model is justified – where i is sampled from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and stan-
dard deviation σi, i.e. i ∼ N(0, σi) – then, one could propose to find pj by minimizing the following log-likelihood
(equivalent to maximizing the likelihood for a product of Gaussians) under the assumption of independent Gaus-
sian observations
χ2 ≡
∑
i
(
Di −
∑
j Gijpj
σi
)2
. (45)
This ill-fated optimization of Eq. (45), described in the first paragraph of this section, overfits the model. Addi-
tionally, depending on our choice of discretization for the index j of Eq. (41), we may select to have many more
weights, pj , than we have data points, Di, and, in this circumstance, a unique minimum of the χ2 may not even
exist. For this reason, we use the entropy prior and write down our posterior
P
(
p
∣∣∣∣∣D,q,∑
i
pi =
∑
i
qi = 1
)
∝ P (D|p)× P
(
p
∣∣∣∣∣q,∑
i
pi =
∑
i
qi = 1
)
∝ e−χ2/2 × e−N
∑
i pi log(pi/qi)δ∑
i pi,1
δ∑
i qi,1
(46)
where the proportionality above indicates that we have not explicitly accounted for the normalization, P (D|q). If
we are only interested in a point estimate for our model – i.e. the one that that maximizes the posterior given by
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Eq. (46) – then the objective function we need to maximize is [38]
−N
∑
i
pi log (pi/qi)− χ
2
2
+ λ0
(∑
i
pi − 1
)
+ λ1
(∑
i
qi − 1
)
(47)
where we have used Lagrange multipliers (λ0, λ1) to replace the delta-function constraints. The variation of the
MaxEnt objective function, Eq. (47), is now understood to be over each pi as well as λ0 and λ1. Furthermore, if
we are only interested in the maximum of Eq. (47), we are free to multiply Eq. (47) through by constants or add
constants as well. In doing so, we obtain a more familiar MaxEnt form
−
∑
i
pi log (pi/qi)− φ
(
χ2 −N)
2
+ λ˜0
(∑
i
pi − 1
)
+ λ˜1
(∑
i
qi − 1
)
(48)
whereN – the number of independent observations – and φ are constants. N or its inverse, φ, is a hyperparameter
that we must in principle set a priori.
One way to determine φ is to treat φ as a Lagrange multiplier enforcing the constraint that χ2 be equal to its
frequentist expectation
χ2 ∼ N. (49)
That is, summed over a large and typical number of data points – where, typically,
(
Di −
∑
j Gijpj
)2 ∼ σ2i – we
have χ2 ∼ N .
Skilling and Gull [111] have argued that this frequentist line of reasoning to determine φ, and thus the posterior,
undermines the meticulous effort that has been put into deriving Shannon’s entropy from SJ’s self-consistent
reasoning arguments (that we discuss in the last section). Instead, they proposed [111] a method based on
empirical Bayes [94] motivating the choice of hyperparameter from the data.
If we take Eq. (49) for now, we now find a recipe for arriving at the optimal model, p∗,
p∗ = max
p,φ,λ˜0,λ˜1
(
−
∑
i
pi log (pi/qi)− φ
(
χ2 −N)
2
+ λ˜0
(∑
i
pi − 1
)
+ λ˜1
(∑
i
qi − 1
))
. (50)
Often, we select a uniform distribution (flat q) though different choices are discussed in the literature [125].
Finally, for FCS, Eq. (44) is just a starting point that, for simplicity, ignores confocal volume asymmetry and triplet
corrections. More sophisticated FCS deconvolution methods can account for these [5] and also explicitly account
for correlated noise and ballistic motion of actively transported particles [60]. And – in part because FCS is so
versatile [135,136] and can even be used in vivo in a minimally invasive manner [19,61,137–146] – FCS data has
been analyzed using multiple deconvolution methods that have provided models for the dynamics of the human
islet amyloid polypeptide (hIAPP) on the plasma membrane [147] as well as the dynamics of signaling proteins in
zebrafish embryos [134].
3.4.1 MaxEnt deconvolution: An application to FCS
Here we briefly present an application where MaxEnt was used to infer the behavior of transcription factors in
vivo [5] and used to learn about crowding, binding effects and photophysical artifacts contributing to FCS.
Briefly in FCS, labeled proteins are monitored as they traverse an illuminated confocal volume [148]. The diffusion
time, τD, across this volume of width w is obtained from the fluorescence time intensity correlation function, G(τ),
according to [146,148]
G(τ) =
1
n
(
1 +
τ
τD
)−1(
1 +
1
Q2
τ
τD
)−1/2
(51)
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Figure 4: FCS may be used to model the dynamics of labeled particles at many cellular locations (regions of interest
(ROIs)), both in the cytosol and in the nucleus. a) Merged image of a cerulean-CTA fluorescent protein (FP) used to
image the cytosol and mCherry red FP used to tag BZip protein domains. In Ref. [5], we analyzed FCS data on tagged
BZips diffusing in the nucleus and the cytosol. We analyzed diffusion in ROIs far from heterochromatin by avoiding red
FP congregation areas (bright red spots). MaxEnt analysis revealed details of the fluorophore photophysics, crowding and
binding effects that could otherwise be fit using anomalous models. b) A cartoon of the cell nucleus illustrating various
microenvironments in which BZip (red dots) diffuses (A: free region; B: crowded region; C: non-specific DNA binding region;
D: high affinity binding region).
where n is the average number of particles in the confocal volume and Q characterizes the confocal volume’s
asymmetry. The diffusion constant, D, is related to τD by τD = w2/4D [for simplicity, Eq. (51) ignores triplet
corrections [149]] where w designates the width of the confocal volume.
In complex environments, G(τ) often cannot be fit with a single diffusion component (Eq. (51)). That is, τ is
no longer simply proportional to a mean square displacement in the confocal volume, 〈δr2〉. Instead, G(τ)’s
are constructed for anomalous diffusion models – where 〈δr2〉 ∝ τα and α is different from one – as follows
[19,140–143]
G(τ) =
1
n
(
1 +
(
τ
τ˜D
)α)−1(
1 +
1
Q˜2
(
τ
τ˜D
)α)−1/2
(52)
where we have introduced an effective diffusion time, τ˜D, and asymmetry parameter, Q˜.
Circumstances under which anomalous diffusion models – where 〈δr2〉 ∝ τα strictly holds – over many decades
in time are exceptional, not generic. For example, fractional Brownian motion (FBM) – that can give rise to
anomalous diffusion [150] – may arise when proteins diffuse through closely packed fractal-like heterochromatin
structures [151] though it is unclear to what degree the structure of heterochromatin actually is fractal. As another
example, continuous time random walks (CTRW), in turn, yield anomalous diffusion by imposing power law
particle waiting time or jump size distributions to describe a single particle’s trajectory [152–155] though these
power laws have only rarely been observed experimentally [152, 153] and, what is more, FCS does not collect
data on single particle trajectories.
A method of analysis should deal with the data as it is provided. That is, for FCS, a model should preferentially
be inferred directly from G(τ) rather than conjecturing behaviors for single particle trajectories – that are not
observed – that may give rise to a G(τ).
MaxEnt starts with the data at hand and provides an alternative solution to fitting data using anomalous diffusion
models [5]. Rather than imposing a parametric form (Eq. (52)) on the data, MaxEnt has been used to harness
the entire G(τ) to extract information on crowding effects, photophysical label artifacts, cluster formation as well
as affinity site binding in vivo, a topic that has been of recent interest [156–164]; see Fig. (4).
To extract information on basic processes that could be contributing to the G(τ), we start with the observation that
the in vivo confocal volume is composed of many “microenvironments"; see Fig. (4b). In each microenvironment,
the diffusion coefficient differs and diffusion may thus be described using a multi-component (mixture) normal
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Figure 5: Protein binding sites of different affinities yield a G(τ) that is well fit by an anomalous diffusion model. A
theoretical G(τ) (containing 150 points) was created from an anomalous diffusion model, Eq. (52) with α = 0.9, to which
we added 5% white noise (a, blue dots, logarithmic in time). Using MaxEnt, we infer a p(τD) from this G(τ) (b) and, as a
sanity check, use it to reconstruct a G(τ) (a, solid curve). In the main body, we discuss how protein binding sites of different
affinities could give rise to such a p(τD). Part of p(τD) is then excised, yielding a new p(τD) (d, pink curve). Conceptually, this
is equivalent to mutating a binding site which eliminates some τD ’s. We created a G(τ) from this theoretical distribution with
8% white noise (c, blue dots, logarithmic in time). We then extracted a p(τD) from this (d, blue curve) and we reconstructed
a G(t) from this p(τD) distribution as a check (c, solid curve). Time is in arbitrary units. See text and Ref. [5] for more details.
diffusion model [61,137–140]
G(τ) =
1
n
∑
τD
p(τD)
(
1 +
τ
τD
)−1(
1 +
1
Q2
τ
τD
)−1/2
. (53)
MaxEnt is then used to infer the full diffusion coefficient distribution, p(D), or, equivalently p(τD), directly from
the data. In particular, Fig. (5a)-(5b) illustrates how mixture models and anomalous diffusion models may both fit
the data equally well. As a benchmark, a synthetic G(τ) (blue dots, Fig. (5a)) is generated with an anomalous
diffusion model [Eq. (52) with α = 0.9 with added 5% white noise]. Fig. (5b) shows the resulting p(τD) extracted
from the noisy synthetic data. From this p(τD), we re-create a G(τ) (solid line, Fig. (5a)) and verified that it closely
matches the original G(τ) (blue dots, Fig. (5a)).
An important advantage with the mixture model, is that it provides a p(τD) that may be microscopically inter-
pretable. For instance, suppose a binding site is removed either by mutating/removing a particular DNA binding
site or cooperative binding partner. Based on the model [discussed in detail in Ref. [5]], we expect the resulting
p(τD) – or, equivalently, p(D) – to show a gap at some τD. The hypothetical p(τD), expected after removal of a
binding site, is shown with an exaggerated excision (pink curve, Fig. (5d)). A corresponding noisy G(τ) is gener-
ated from this p(τD) (blue dots, Fig. (5c)). Now we ask: had we been presented with such a G(τ), would we have
been able to tell that a site had been mutated? The inferred p(τD) (blue curve, Fig. (5d)) shows a clear excision
directly indicating that a mutated site would have been detectable.
To illustrate here that MaxEnt also works on real data, we re-analyzed in vitro data on the diffusion of the small
dye Alexa568 (Fig. (6a)) as well as previously published FCS data [19] on the diffusion of the BZip domain of
a transcription factor (TF) [CCAAT/enhancer-binding C/EBPα] tagged with red fluorescent proteins (FPs) [either
mCherry or mRuby2]. We analyzed data on BZip’s diffusion both in solution and a living mouse cells’ cytoplasm
and nucleus (away from heterochromatin) that appeared to show anomalous diffusion. The results are summa-
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Figure 5: FP Flickering gives rise to the plateaus we see for larger D values. (a) The p(D) for
freely diffusing Alexa568 which shows not flickering (as expected) and thus no superdiffusive plateau.
Rather it shows a peak centered at 360µm2/s (the experimentally determined diffusion coefficient is
363µm2/s). The smaller peak is due to fluorophore aggregation [15]. (b) The p(D) for mRuby2 which
shows a superdiffusive plateau. See text for details.
as lower-affinity non-specific DNA binding [118]; 2) interactions with other chromatin binding
proteins [103]; 3) association with proteins forming subnuclear domains such as nucleoli [119,
120]. For instance, the BZip domain interacts with HP1↵ which in turn binds directly to histones
(interaction 3) [103, 120] and is expected to slow BZip’s diffusion. The results shown in Fig.
6(e,f) show the expected crowding peak and photobleaching plateau, though less prominent,
in p(D) as well as features arising from interactions. For instance, mCherry-BZip shows slow
diffusion coefficients with peaks centered at about 0.2 µm2/s, 0.8 µm2/s and 5 µm2/s. These
likely identify different types of nuclear interactions. The blue curve in Fig. 6(f) is for the
best data set for mRuby2-BZip nuclear diffusion [i.e. the most monotonic G(t) (which is what
G(t) ought to be in the absence of noise) as measured by the Spearman rank coefficient that
also yielded the smallest  2 of all experimental data sets examined]. This p(D) shows three
clear peaks corresponding to diffusion coefficients of ⇠ 1000 (flickering), ⇠ 80 (crowding) and
⇠ 2µm2/s (binding interaction with K ⇡ 500nM 1 assuming [S] = 0.1mM ).
Here are the data sets we will investigate:
Data Set I: BZip mutants – BZip proteins are evolutionarily conserved from plants to hu-
mans [121] and in humans, BZips play critical roles across a wide range of biological processes
making them attractive targets for selective inhibition [121]. For example, specific dominant-
negative (DN) heterodimer partners for the BZip proteins, called AZip, were designed to specif-
ically inhibit BZip DNA binding in equimolar competition [122–124]. FCS data from cells treated
with Azip as well as small molecules known to inhibit BZip DNA binding [125] will provide an
important benchmark for our method. It will reveal if and how different peaks (and areas un-
derneath peaks corresponding to bound fractions) in p(K) respond in treated cells. In addition,
we will also investigate how BZip’s diffusion is affected by the following mutations of its binding
partner HP1↵: HP1↵ WT; HP1↵ W41A [disrupts binding to Histone H3 meK9]; HP1↵ I165E
[dirupts dimerization interface]; HP1↵W171A [disrupts PxVxL binding pocket].
Data Set II: Integrin crosstalk – Integrins are a family of glycosylated, heterodimeric trans-
membrane adherens receptors consisting of non-covalently bound ↵ and   subunits [126,127]
and play an essential role in the process of cell adhesion and their engagement regulates
gene expression, cell growth, differentiation and survival. The related biochemical signals are
usually induced by ligand-occupied and clustered integrins [126, 127]. As an example, the in-
tegrin ↵5 1 and ↵v 3 is believed to be significant for its role in cell migration, metastasis and
angiogenesis [128]. In FCS data sets provided, we will investigate the role of the lipid envi-
ronment and ligand binding on possible interaction between integrin ↵5 1 and ↵v 3 without
signalling cascades. We will determine the influence of the lipid environment on the diffusion
and, ultimately, the stoichiometry and crosstalk of the integrin clusters.
Data Set III: Dynamic linker assembly and Cadherin-mediated adhesions – Cell-cell ad-
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Figure 6: Probability distributions of diffusion coefficients can be inferred from FCS curves. a) p(D) for freely diffusing
Alexa568 shows no “superdiffusive plateau" (defined in the text) that arises from dye flickering. Rather, it shows its main
peak t 360µm2/s very near the reported value of 363 µm2/s [165]. We attributed the smaller peak centered at ∼ 5 µm2/s
to dye aggregation [5]. b) + c) We analyzed p(D)’s obtained from FCS data acquired on mCherry and mRuby2 diffusing
freely in solution, nd d) + e) mCherry or mRuby2 tagged BZip protein domains in the cytosol and f) + g) the nucleus far
from heterochromatin [165]. Black cu ves are averages of the red curves [total numb r of data sets: b:3,c:9,d:5,e:16,f:7,
and g:21]. The additional blue curve in (g) shows the analysis of the best data set (i.e. the most monotonic G(τ)). See text
and Ref. [5] for mor details.
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rized in Fig. (6b)-(6g).
Briefly, in solution (Fig. (6b)-(6c)) we identify the effects of protein flickering on the p(D). Flickering is a fast,
reversible photoswitching arising from FP chromophore core instabilities [166]. Fast flickering [faster than the
tagged protein’s τD] registers as fast-moving (high diffusion) components. Since many particles flicker, p(D)
shows substantial density at high D values. As expected mRuby2 and mCherry flickering appears in p(D) as a
“superdiffusive plateau" at the highest values of D in Fig. (6b)-(6c). The plateau’s lower bound coincides with the
diffusion coefficient expected in the absence of flickering [5]. As a control, Alexa568 – which is well-behaved in
FCS studies [165,167] – shows no plateau; see Fig. (6a).
In the cytosol, we found label-dependent molecular crowding effects on protein diffusion. Beyond the superdif-
fusive plateau, the cytosolic p(D) shows peaks for mCherry-BZip and mRuby2-BZip at ∼ 20 − 40 µm2/s; see
Fig. (6d)-(6e). This peak’s location is consistent with results from FCS and FRAP experiments [165,168,169] and
is attributed to crowding since our labeled proteins are thought to have few cytosolic interactions [165, 170]; see
Ref. [5] for details.
Finally, in the nucleus, while our data sets are well fit by anomalous diffusion models [19], our method instead
finds evidence of BZip’s DNA site-binding. For BZip, we expect: 1) high affinity binding to specific DNA elements
as well as lower-affinity non-specific DNA binding [5,19,171]; 2) interactions with other chromatin binding proteins
[19]; and 3) association with proteins [172, 173] such as BZip’s interaction with HP1α (which binds to histones)
[19, 173]. The p(D) of Fig. (6f)-(6g) shows the less prominent but expected crowding peak (∼ 10 µm2/s) and
photobleaching plateau as well as features arising from interactions. For instance, for mCherry-BZip we find slow
diffusion coefficients with peaks centered at about 0.2 µm2/s, 0.8 µm2/s and 5 µm2/s identifying possible nuclear
interactions. The blue curve in Fig. (6g) displays “the best data set" for mRuby2-BZip nuclear diffusion [i.e. the
most monotonic G(τ) (which is what G(τ) ought to be in the absence of noise) as measured by the Spearman
rank coefficient]. This p(D) shows three clear peaks corresponding to diffusion coefficients of ∼ 1000 (flickering),
∼ 80 (crowding) and ∼ 2 µm2/s (binding interaction with K ≈ 500nM−1 assuming [S] = 0.1mM ).
In summary, this section highlights the important mechanistic details that can be drawn from MaxEnt deconvolu-
tion techniques.
While MaxEnt is focused on inferring probability distributions of an a priori unspecified form, often we do have
specific parametric forms for models in mind when we analyze data. Selecting between different “nested model"
– models obtained as a special case of a more complex model by either eliminating or setting conditions on the
complex model’s parameters – is the focus of the next section.
4 Model Selection
4.1 Brief overview of model selection
A handful of highly complex models may fit any given data set very well. By contrast, a combinatorially larger
number of simpler models — with fewer and more flexible parameters – provide a looser fit to the data. While
highly complex models may provide excellent fits to a single data set, they are, correspondingly, over-committed
to that particular data set.
The goal of successful model selection criteria is to pick models: 1) whose complexity is penalized, in a principled
fashion, to avoid overfitting; and 2) that convincingly fit the data provided (the training set).
Model selection criteria are widely used in biophysical data analysis from image deconvolution [132,174–177] to
single molecule step detection [37,59,178,179] and continue to be developed by statisticians [180].
Here we summarize both Information theoretic [181–184] as well as Bayesian [35, 36, 147, 185–188] model se-
lection criteria.
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4.1.1 Information theoretic and Bayesian model selection
In information theory, h(x|θ) = − log p(x|θ) is interpreted as the information contained in the likelihood for data
points x given parameters θ [189]. Minimizing this information over θ is equivalent to maximizing the likelihood
for parametric models. For problems where the number of parameters (K) is unknown, preference is always
given to more complex models. To avoid this problem, a cost function, L, associated to each additional variable
is introduced [190], − log p(x|θ) + L(θ). Put differently, in the language of Shannon’s coding theory that we will
discuss later, if − log p(x|θ) measures the message length, then the goal of model selection is to find a model of
minimal description length (MDL) [191–193] or, informally, of maximum compression [64].
Information theoretic model selection criteria – such as the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [194–197] – start
with the assumption that the data may be very complex but that an approximate, candidate, model may minimize
the difference in information content between the true (hypothetical) model and the candidate model. As we will
see in detail later, models that overfit the data are avoided by parametrizing the candidate model on a training data
set and comparing the information between an estimate of the true model and candidate models on a different
(validation) data test set. In this way, the AIC is about prediction of a model for additional data points provided
beyond those data points used in the training step.
Since the data may be very complex, as the number of data points provided grows, the complexity (number
of parameters) of the model selected by the AIC grows concomitantly. Complex models are not always a dis-
advantage. For instance, they may be essential if we try to approximate an arbitrary non-linear function using a
high-order polynomial candidate model or for models altogether too complex to represent using simple parametric
forms [196].
Bayesian model selection criteria – such as the Bayesian (or Schwartz) information criterion (BIC) [62] – instead
select the model that maximizes a marginal posterior [55,198,199]. In the marginalization step, we have integrated
over all irrelevant or unknown model parameters. This marginalization step is, as we will see, critical in avoiding
overfitting. This is because, by marginalizing over variables, our final marginal posterior is a sum over models
including models that fit the data poorly.
Unlike the AIC, the BIC assumes that there exists a true model and it searches for this model [197, 200]. Since
this model’s complexity is fixed – does not depend on the number of data points N – the BIC avoids growing the
dimensionality of the model with N by penalizing the number of parameters of the model according to a function
of N , logN . This penalizing function is derived, it is not imposed by hand. By contrast to the AIC, the BIC
“postdicts" the model since, in using the BIC, we assume that we already have access to all observed data [201].
As we will see later, for slightly non-linear models, the BIC may outperform the AIC which overfits small features
while for highly non-linear models – where small features are important – the AIC may outperform the BIC [196].
The performance of the AIC and BIC are illustrated for a simple example in Fig. (7).
4.2 Information theoretic model selection: The AIC
In this section, we sketch a derivation of the AIC [181, 189, 202, 203]. While this section is theoretical and can
be skipped upon a first reading, it does highlight: i) the method’s limitations and applicability [204]; ii) that the
penalty term follows from a principled derivation (and is not arbitrarily tunable); iii) how it conceptually differs from
the BIC.
Briefly, finding the real or true model that generated the data is not achievable, and our goal is to seek a good
candidate model. The AIC [63, 205], as one of the important selection criteria, is based on estimation of the KL
divergence [127] between the (unknown and unknowable) true distribution that generated the data, f(x), and a
candidate distribution p(x|θ0) parametrized by θ0
DKL[f‖p] =
∫
dxf(x) log
(
f(x)
p(x|θ0)
)
=
∫
dxf(x) log f(x)−
∫
dxf(x) log p(x|θ0) (54)
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Figure 7: The AIC and BIC are often both applied to step-finding. a) We generated 1000 data points with a background
noise level, σb = 20. On top of the background, we added 6 dwells (5 change points) with noise around the signal having
a standard deviation of σs = 5 (see inset). At this high noise level, and for this particular application, the BIC outperforms
the AIC and the minimum of the BIC is at the theoretical value of 5 (dotted line). All noise is Gaussian and de-correlated.
b) For our choice of parameters, the AIC (green) finds a model that overfits the true model (black) while the BIC (red) does
not. However, as we increase the number of steps (while keeping the total number of data points fixed), the AIC does
eventually outperform the BIC. This is to be expected. The AIC assumes the model could be unbounded in complexity and
therefore does not penalize additional steps as much. The BIC, by contrast, assumes that there exists a true model of finite
complexity. We acknowledge K. Tsekouras for generating this figure.
where θ0 is the best possible estimate for θ (obtainable in the limit of infinite data). The KL divergence is always
positive or – in the event only realizable with synthetic data that both true model and candidate models coincide
– zero. The proof of this is well known and follows from Jensen’s inequality [206].
To achieve our goal – and select a model, p, that minimizes DKL[f‖p] – we must first make some approximations
as both f and θ0 are unknown.
Given a training data set, x, we may replace the hypothetical θ0 with its estimate θˆ(x). However, using the same
data set to evaluate both θˆ(x) and p(x|θˆ(x)) biases our KL toward more complex models. To see this, we note that
the numerical values for the likelihood satisfy p(x|θˆ(x)) > p(x|θˆ(y)) since the numerical value for the likelihood
is clearly worse (smaller) for a data set (y) different from the one that was used to parametrize the model. Thus,
the KL is always smaller for p(x|θˆ(x)) than for p(x|θˆ(y)) and becomes increasingly smaller as we add more and
more parameters. That is, as we grow the dimensionality of θˆ(x).
To avoid this bias, we (conceptually) estimate θ0 instead on a training set, y, different from the validation set, x,
and estimate the KL, D̂KL[f‖p], as follows [180]
D̂KL[f‖p] = const− T
T = EyEx[log p(x|θˆ(y))] (55)
where the constant, const, only depends on the hypothetical true model, see Eq. (54), and is, therefore, inde-
pendent of our choice of candidate model. Furthermore, the expectation with respect to a distribution over some
variable z is understood as
Ez[g(z)] =
1
N
N∑
i=1
g(zi) (56)
where the samples, zi, are drawn from that distribution. Furthermore, for clarity, if f were known then
T →
∫
dyf(y)
∫
dxf(x) log p(x|θˆ(y)). (57)
Our goal is now to estimate and, subsequently, maximize T , with respect to candidate models, in order to minimize
D̂KL.
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To evaluate T , we must compute a double expectation value. In the large data set limit, where θˆ(y) is presumably
near θ0, we expand θˆ(y) around θ0
T ∼ EyEx
[
log p(x|θ0) + 1
2
(θˆ(y)− θ0) ·
(
∇θ∇θ log p(x|θˆ(y))
)
θˆ(y)=θ0
· (θˆ(y)− θ0)
]
= EyEx[log p(x|θ0)]− 1
2
Ey[(θˆ(y)− θ0) · I(θ0) · (θˆ(y)− θ0)]
= Ex[log p(x|θ0)]− 1
2
Ey[(θˆ(y)− θ0) · I(θ0) · (θˆ(y)− θ0)] (58)
where the expectation (not the value itself) of the first order term (which we have not written) vanishes and I(θ0)
is the Fisher information matrix. We will eventually want to evaluate the expectation of the second order term by
further simplification (keeping in mind that any errors incurred will, by construction, be ever higher order).
However, for now, our focus is on the leading order term of Eq. (58), Ex[log p(x|θ0)], which we expand around
θˆ(x). The resulting T of Eq. (58) becomes
T ∼ Ex[log p(x|θˆ(x)]− 1
2
Ex[(θ0 − θˆ(x)) · I(θˆ(x)) · (θ0 − θˆ(x))]− 1
2
Ey[(θˆ(y)− θ0) · I(θ0) · (θˆ(y)− θ0)]. (59)
By construction, the first order term of Eq. (59) vanished. Furthermore, to leading order, both quadratic terms are
identical such that
T ∼ Ex[log p(x|θˆ(x)]− Ey[(θˆ(y)− θ0) · I(θ0) · (θˆ(y)− θ0)]. (60)
Evaluated near its maximum, the expectation of (θˆ(y) − θ0)(θˆ(y) − θ0) is, again to leading order, the inverse of
the Fisher information matrix [180]. For a K ×K information matrix, we therefore have
T ∼ Ex[log p(x|θˆ(x))]−K = Ex[log p(x|θˆ(x))−K]. (61)
The model that maximizes T is then equivalent to the model minimizing the AIC [180]
AIC ≡ −2 log p(x|θˆ(x)) + 2K. (62)
In other words, as we increase the number of parameters in our model and the numerical value for the likelihood
becomes larger (and the AIC decreases), our complexity cost (2 for each parameter for a total of 2K) also rises
(and the AIC increases). Thus, our goal is to find a model with a K that minimizes the AIC where, ideally, K is
different from 0 or∞.
The “penalty term" of Eq. (62), +2K, does not depend on N . This is very different from the BIC, as we will now
see, that selects an absolute model without comparison to any reference true model and whose penalty explicitly
depends on N .
4.3 Bayesian model selection
4.3.1 Parameter marginalization: Illustration on outliers
Parameter marginalization is essential to understanding the BIC. We therefore take a brief detour to discuss this
topic in the context of outliers [132].
Suppose, for simplicity, that we are provided a signal with a fixed standard deviation as shown in the inset of
Fig. (7a). The likelihood of observing a sequence of N independent Gaussian data points, D = x, drawn from a
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distribution with unknown mean, µ, and variance, σ2, is
p(x|µ, σ) =
N∏
i=1
1√
2piσ
e−
(xi−µ)2
2σ2 . (63)
The posterior is then
p(µ, σ|x) = p(x|µ, σ)p(µ, σ)
p(x)
(64)
where p(µ, σ) is the prior distribution over µ and σ and the normalization p(x) =
∫
dµdσp(x|µ, σ)p(µ, σ).
If we know – or can reliably estimate – the standard deviation, then we may fix σ to that value, say σ0, and
subsequently maximize the posterior to obtain an optimal µ. The form of this posterior, p(µ|x, σ0) ≡ p(µ|x), is
quite sensitive to outliers because each data point is treated with the same known uncertainty [132]. For example,
the distribution over µ – blue curve in Fig. (8) – is heavily influenced by the two apparent outliers near 5-6.
If we have outliers, it may be more reasonable to assume that we are merely cognizant of a lower bound on
σ [132]. In this case, a marginal posterior over µ is obtained by integrating σ starting from the lower bound σ0
p(µ|x) = 1
p(x)
·
∫ ∞
σ0
dσ p(x|µ, σ)p(µ, σ). (65)
As N grows, the likelihood eventually dominates over the prior and determines the shape of the posterior. This
posterior over µ – the orange curve of Fig. (8) – is obtained using our previous likelihood (Eq. (63)) with p(µ, σ) =
p(µ)p(σ) with a flat prior on µ and, as a matter of later convenience, p(σ) = σ0/σ2. As we no longer commit to a
fixed σ, the orange curve is much broader than the blue curve. However it is still susceptible to the outliers near
5-6 since all points are treated as having the same uncertainty though only a range for that uncertainty is now
specified.
Relaxing the constraint that all points must have the same uncertainty, the marginal posterior distribution over µ
becomes
p(µ|x) = 1
p(x)
·
∫ ∞
σ0
∏
i
dσi p(xi|µ, σi)p(µ, σi). (66)
This marginal posterior – shown by the green line of Fig. (8) – is far less committal than were the previous
posteriors we considered. That is, this posterior can assume a multimodal form with the highest maximum
centered in the region with the largest number of data points. Unlike our two previous marginal posteriors, the
location of this posterior’s highest maximum is not as deeply influenced by the outliers. While the highest posterior
maximum provides an estimate for µ largely insensitive to outliers, the additional maxima may help identify a
possible second candidate µ. This might be helpful to single molecule force spectroscopy say – where the noise
properties depend on the state of the system – and apparent occasional outliers may suggest the presence of an
additional force state.
This integration over parameters whose value we do not know – σ in the example above – is key. Through
integration, we allow (sum over) a broad range of fits to the data. This naturally reduces the complexity of our
model because it contributes parameter values to our marginal posterior that yield both good and bad fits to the
data.
4.3.2 The BIC obtained as a sum over models
The BIC seeks a model that maximizes the posterior marginalized over irrelevant or unknown model parameters
θ. To compute this posterior, we define a likelihood, p(D = x|θ), describing N independent – or, at worst,
weakly correlated – identical observations where p(D|θ) ≡ eN log f(D|θ). To be clear, if the data are completely
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Figure 8: Noise models can be adapted to treat outliers. We are given a sequence of data points, D =
{1, 1.8, 2.4, 5.5, 5.8} ± 0.25. We want to find the posterior over µ. Blue: We assume the standard deviation is fixed at
0.25 and use a Gaussian likelihood with a single variance for all points. Orange: We assume that the standard deviation’s
lower bound is 0.25, see Eq. (65), but that we still have a single variance for all points. Green: We still assume the standard
deviation’s lower bound is 0.25 but that all points are assumed to have independent standard deviations, see Eq. (66).
independent, then f is understood as the likelihood per observation.
We write down a marginal posterior
p(K|D) ∝
∫
dKθ eN log f(D|θ) (67)
where K is the total number of parameters.
Since we are interested in a general model selection criterion that does not care about the particularities of the
application, we consider the large N limit and, thus, ignore the prior altogether as well.
To approximate the integral in Eq. (67), we invoke Laplace’s method as before and expand log f(D|θ) around its
maximum, θ∗, to second order. In other words, we write
p(K|D) ∼ eN log f(D|θ∗)
∫
dKθ e−
N
2
(θ−θ∗)·∇θ∇θ log f(D|θ∗)·(θ−θ∗)
= eN log f(D|θ
∗) (2pi/N)
K/2√
det ∇θ∇θ log f(D|θ∗)
. (68)
The BIC then follows directly from Eq. (68)
BIC ≡ −2 log p(K|D) = −2 log p(D|θ∗) +K logN + O(N0). (69)
By contrast to the AIC given by Eq. (62), the BIC has a penalty that scales as logN . In a later section, we will
relate this penalty to the predictive information provided by the model (Eq. (111)). Finally, we add that while
the prior over θ is not treated explicitly, this treatment is still distinctly Bayesian. This is because the model
parameters, over which we marginalize, are treated as continuous variables rather than fixed numbers.
We now turn to an illustration of model selection drawn from change-point analysis.
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Figure 9: BIC finds correct steps when the noise statistics are well characterized. a) Our control. We generated
synthetic steps (black line) and added noise (white, decorrelated) with the same standard deviation for each data point. We
used a greedy algorithm [59] to identify and compare models according to Eq. (73) and identify the correct step locations (red
line) from the noisy time trace (blue). b) Here we use a different, incorrect, likelihood that does not adequately represent
the process that we used to generate the synthetic data. That is, we correctly assumed that the noise was white and
decorrelated but also, incorrectly, assumed that we knew and fixed σ (and therefore did not integrate over σ in Eq. (71)). We
underestimated σ by 12%. Naturally, we overfit (red) the true signal (black). Green shows the step-finding algorithm re-run
using the correct noise magnitude. c) Here we use the BIC from Eq. (73) whose likelihood assumes no noise correlation.
However, we generated a signal (black) to which we added correlated noise [by first assigning white noise, t, to each data
point and then computing a new correlated noise, ˜t, at time t from ˜t = 0.7t + 0.1t−1 + 0.1t−2 + 0.1t−3]. As expected,
the model that the BIC now selects (red) interprets as signal some of the correlated noise from the synthetic data. We
acknowledge K. Tsekouras for generating this figure.
4.3.3 Illustration of the BIC: Change-point algorithms for a Gaussian process
Change-points algorithms locate points in the data where the statistics for a process generating the data change.
There is a broad literature, including reviews [207–209], on change-point algorithms relying on the AIC [210–213],
the BIC [178, 211, 212, 214–217], generalizations of the AIC [201, 204] and BIC [37, 218], wavelet transforms
[219–221] and related techniques [222–226].
Here we illustrate how model selection – and the BIC in particular – are applied to a change-point detection
problem for a Gaussian process like the one shown in Fig. (7b) with fixed but unknown standard deviation – which
is the same for all data points – and with a discretely changing mean.
We begin by writing down the likelihood
p(x|K,σ,µ, j) =
K−1∏
i=0
ji+1−1∏
`=ji
1√
2piσ
e−
(x`−µi)2
2σ2 (70)
where K denotes the number of change-points – points where the mean of the signal changes – occurring at
locations j = {j0, · · · , jK}. To be precise, since the standard deviation is also a parameter to be determined, we
have K + 1 total parameters here.
The model maximizing this likelihood places a change-point at every step (x` = µi for every `). That is,
p(x|K,σ,µ, j) peaks when K = N and, expectedly, overfits the data.
To avoid overfitting and – since we are still largely ignorant of the correct values for σ and µ – we integrate over
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all allowed values for σ and µ. This yields the following marginal posterior
p(K, j|x) ∝
∫
dσdKµ p(x|K,σ,µ, j)
=
√
2pi
−(N−K)
n
1/2
0 · · ·n1/2K
· 1
2
·
(
S
2
)− (N−K−1)
2
·
(
N −K − 3
2
)
! (71)
where S ≡ n0σˆ20 + · · ·+ nK σˆ2K and
σˆ2i ≡
1
ni
ji+1−1∑
`=ji
x2` −
1
n2i
ji+1−1∑
`=ji
x`
2 (72)
where ni counts the number of points contained in the ith step.
Eq. (71) reveals that p(K, j|x) may no longer be peaked at K = N . This is expected since, conceptually, by
summing over σ, grossly underfitting models (models with large σ) now contribute to our marginal posterior.
Taking the further simplifying assumptions that: 1) ni ∼ N/K; 2) all ni are large; and 3) σˆ20 ∼ σˆ21 · · · ∼ σˆ2K
are all equal to an expected standard deviation σˆ2, we recover a form for a Gaussian process BIC seen in the
literature [59]
BIC = −2 log p(K, j|x) = N log σˆ2 +K logN + O(N0) + const (73)
where the constants, const, capture all terms independent of model parameters (that may depend on N ).
Fig. (9) shows the detection of change-points in synthetic data and illustrates just how sensitive the BIC is to
the correct choice of likelihood. To address this sensitivity, BIC’s have, for example, been tailored to detect
change-points with time correlated noise as would be expected from methods such as single molecule force
spectroscopy [178].
4.3.4 Shortcomings of the AIC and BIC
We cannot compare data sets of different lengths: The objective functions for both the AIC and BIC depend
on N . For this reason, we cannot directly compare numerical values for AICs and BICs obtained for data sets of
different lengths [227]. This problem often arises when comparing data sets of originally the same length but with
a different number of outliers removed.
Correctly characterizing the likelihood is critical: We illustrate, in Fig. (9b)-(9c), how a mischaracterization of
the likelihood – and, ultimately, the process that generates the noise – can yield incorrect models.
The curvature of the likelihood function may vanish: The curvature of the likelihood arises in both the AIC
and BIC. In the AIC, it appears through the Fisher information (see the second term in Eq. (58)) while in the
BIC it arises from Laplace’s method [204, 228, 229]. For singular problems, those where the likelihood’s cur-
vature vanishes, the AIC and BIC diverge. In concrete terms, this signifies that the model selection criterion
becomes broadly insensitive to the model’s dimensionality. A vanishing curvature occurs: i) when we have
unidentifiable parameters. That is at locations, x = x∗, where p(x∗|θ1, θ2) = p(x∗|θ1). In this case, at x∗,
∂θ1∂θ2 log p(x|θ1, θ2)|x=x∗ = 0; ii) at change-points (changes in model parameter) locations in the data [230]. For
instance, consider a force spectroscopy experiment monitoring the stepping motion of a molecular motor. After a
single step, the signal appears to jump from a mean of µ to µ′. But, in practice, transitions may not be so discrete.
In the extreme case, if hypothetically we collected data with an infinite time resolution, we may see the signal (i.e.
a hypothetical noiseless time trace) pass through a region of zero curvature as it continuously transitions from a
region of negative to positive curvature. At this singular point, the AIC and BIC fail.
Despite vanishing curvatures at change-points, the AIC and BIC are commonly used in change-point analysis, as
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we have seen for our illustrative example. In practice, change-point methods ignore the point of zero curvature.
That is, they treat the data as piecewise continuous as we had in our example.
Alternatively, to avoid vanishing leading order (quadratic) corrections, we may select a model by evaluating (often
numerically) the full posterior rather than approximating it (as a BIC). Or, we can use a generalized frequentist
information criterion (FIC) [201,231] by starting with a biased estimator for T
T ∼ log p(x|θˆ(x)) (74)
and quantifying its bias ExEy
[
log p(x|θˆ(y))− log p(x|θˆ(x))
]
.
4.3.5 Note on finite size effects
Both AIC and BIC are asymptotic statements valid in the large N limit. In change-point methods, we have found
that they may be reliable for modest N , even below 50. In the case of the BIC, for instance – where Laplace’s
approximation is invoked – this is not surprising since the terms ignored are exponentially, not polynomially,
subdominant in N . For smaller N , higher order corrections to the AIC – an example of which is called the AICc
– depending only on K and N can be computed [189]. By contrast, higher order corrections to the BIC, to order
N0, explicitly capture features of the prior and these corrections have previously been applied to the detection of
change-points from FRET data [37].
4.3.6 Select AIC and BIC applications
Model selection criteria, whether frequentist (AIC) or Bayesian (BIC), deal directly with likelihoods of observing the
data. Treating the data directly using likelihoods avoids unnecessary data processing such as histogramming or
data reduction into moments, cumulants, correlation functions or other heuristic point statistics that are otherwise
common in the physics literature when dealing with macroscopic systems.
It is especially useful to treat the data directly in single molecule data analysis where the data, on the one hand,
are plentiful (because of high acquisition rates) but where data, on the other hand, show too few discrete events
to build a reliable histograms to fit a model to the data [34,212].
The BIC has been widely used in biophysics [31, 41, 59, 232, 233] to determine: the number of intensity states
in single molecule emission time traces [214, 234]; the number of steps in photobleaching data [215]; and the
stepping dynamics of molecular machines [216]. The AIC, in turn, has been used to determine the number of
diffusion coefficients sampled from labeled lipophilic dyes on a surface from single molecule trajectories [213];
and the number of ribosomal binding states of tRNA from single molecule FRET trajectories [210]. In addition,
both the AIC and BIC have provided complementary insight on a number of problems including: photon arrival
time kinetic parameters (such as rate of emission for different fluorophore states for an unknown number of
fluorophore states and transition kinetics between them) [212]. And, when compared head-to-head in identifying
trapping potentials for membrane proteins relevant to single particle tracking [211], the AIC and BIC perform
differently across potentials. This is because, by contrast to simple Brownian motion, confining radial potentials,
such as V ∝ r4, introduce nonlinear dynamics that are better approximated by complex models that are less
heavily penalized by the AIC than by the BIC.
While the AIC and BIC have been useful, they are often used complementarily specifically because they are
treated as model selection heuristics. As a result, their conceptual difference – and why their penalties differ –
are rarely addressed [204] and it is therefore common, though ultimately incorrect, to treat the complexity penalty
(2K for the AIC or the K logN for the BIC) as an adjustable form.
We end this section on model selection with a note on additional methods used in single molecule analysis that
have been directly inspired by the BIC [37, 41, 80, 178, 235]. For instance, Shuang et al. [37] have proposed
an MDL heuristic – a method called STaSI (Step Transition and State Identification) – not only to find steps but
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Figure 10: Identifying states can be accomplished while detecting steps. STaSI is applied to synthetic smFRET data.
STaSI works by first iteratively identifying change-points in the data (successive steps shown by arrows in panel (a). The
mean of the data from change-point to change-point defines an intensity (FRET) state. An MDL heuristic is subsequently
used to eliminate (or regroup) intensity levels (b). The MDL is plotted as a function of the number of states (c). The final
analysis – with change-points and states identified – is shown in (d). For more details see Ref. [37].
subsequently identify states as well in time traces; see Fig. (10). The idea here is not only to penalize both
the number of change-points detected but also to discretize the number of intensity levels (states) sampled in
an smFRET trajectory. STaSI has subsequently been used to explore equilibrium transitions among N-methyl-
D-aspartate receptor conformations by monitoring the distance across the glycine bound ligand binding domain
cleft [218].
4.3.7 Maximum Evidence: Illustration on HMMs
While we have previously discussed HMMs, we have not addressed the important model selection challenge
they pose [35,36,236]. That is, it appears paradoxical to assume that while we have no a priori knowledge of the
HMM’s model parameters, we have perfect knowledge of the underlying state-space. To address this challenge, it
is possible to use a combination of maximum likelihood on the HMM and information criteria to select the number
of states [31].
Fig. (11) illustrates a different strategy to infer the total number of states (K) from a time trace. Fig. (11) compares
the number of states inferred from a synthetic FRET time trace using maximum likelihood and maximum evidence
[36]. The maximum likelihood, p(y|θ∗,K) – where θ∗ designates the parameter estimates that maximize the
likelihood – increases monotonically with the number of states. By contrast, the maximum evidence – p(y|K)
defined as the likelihood marginalized over all unknown parameter values – peaks at the theoretically expected
number of states.
While the concept of maximum evidence is not limited to HMMs, here we use maximum evidence to illustrate
model selection on HMMs.
Like the BIC, maximum evidence penalizes complexity by summing over all unknown parameters not all of which
fit the data very well. So, to construct the evidence for our HMM example, we consider the joint likelihood for a
sequence of observations, y, and states populated at each time interval, s,
p(y, s|θ,K) =
N∏
i=2
[p(yi|si,θ,K)p(si|si−1,K)]p(y1|s1,θ,K)p(s1|K) (75)
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does not. We note, encouragingly, that for the ME inference,
jbzj always equaled K* as defined in Eq. 2.
We identify each inferred state with the true state that is
closest in terms of their means, provided the difference in
means is <0.1 FRET. Inferred states for which no true state
is within 0.1 FRET are considered inaccurate. Note that we
do not demand that one and only one inferred state be iden-
tified with the true state. This effective smoothing corrects
overfitting errors in which one true state has been inaccu-
rately described by two nearby states (consistent with the
convention of the field for analyzing experimental data).
For all synthetic traces, K0 ¼ 3 with means centered at
mz ¼ (0.25, 0.5, 0.75) FRET. Traces were made increasingly
noisy by increasing the standard deviation, s, of each state.
Ten different noise levels, ranging from s z 0.02 to s z
0.15, were used. Given the FRET states’ mean separation
and transition rates, and the lengths of the traces, this noise
range varies from unrealistically noiseless to unrealistically
noisy. Trace length, T, varied from 50 % T % 500 time
steps, drawn randomly from a uniform distribution. One
time step corresponds to one time-binned unit of an experi-
mental trace, which is typically 25–100 ms for most CCD-
camera-based experiments. Fast-transitioning (mean lifetime
of 4 time steps between transitions) and slow-transitioning
(mean lifetime of 15 time steps between transitions) traces
were created and analyzed separately. Transitions were
equally likely from all hidden states to all hidden states.
For each of the 10 noise levels and two transition speeds,
100 traces were generated (2000 traces in total). Traces for
which K0 ¼ 2 (Fig. S7) and K0 ¼ 4 (Fig. S8) were created
and analyzed as well. The results were qualitatively similar
and can be found in Section S7 of the Supporting Material.
As expected, both programs performed better on low noise
traces than on high noise traces. ME correctly determined the
number of FRET states more often than did ML in all cases
except for the noisiest fast-transitioning trace set (Fig. 2,
upper left). Of the 2000 traces analyzed here using ME
and ML, ME overfit one and underfit 232, and ML overfit
767 and underfit 391. In short, ME essentially eliminated
overfitting of the individual traces, whereas ML overfit
38% of individual traces. More than 95% (all but nine) of
ME underfitting errors occurred on traces with FRET state
noise >0.09, whereas ML underfitting was much more
evenly distributed (at least 30 traces at every noise level
were underfit by ML). The underfitting of noisy traces by
ME may be a result of the intrinsic resolvability of the
data, rather than a shortcoming of the inference algorithm;
as the noise of two adjacent states becomes much larger
than the spacing between them, the two states become indis-
tinguishable from a single noisy state (in the limit, there is no
difference between a one-state and a two-state system if the
states are infinitely noisy). The causes of the underfitting
errors by ML are less easily explained, but such errors
suggest that the ML algorithm has not converged to a global
optimum in likelihood (for reasons explained in Section S5.2
in the Supporting Material).
In analyzing the slow-transitioning traces, the methods
performed roughly equally on Probabilities 2–4 (always
within ~5% of each other). For the fast-transitioning traces,
however, ME was much better at inferring the true trajectory
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FIGURE 1 A single (synthetic) FRET trace analyzed by
ME and ML. The trace contains three hidden states. (A)
(Upper) Idealized traces inferred by ME when K ¼ 1,
K ¼ 3, and K ¼ 5, as well as the corresponding log(evi-
dence) for the inference. The data are underresolved
when K ¼ 1, but for both K ¼ 3 and K ¼ 5, the correct
number of states is populated. (Lower) Idealized traces in-
ferred by ML when K¼ 1, K¼ 3, and K¼ 5, as well as the
corresponding log(likelihood). Inferences when K ¼ 1 and
K¼ 3 are the same as for ME, but the data are overfit when
K ¼ 5. (B) The log (evidence) from ME (black) and log
likelihood from ML (gray) for 1% K% 10. The evidence
is correctly maximized for K ¼ 3, but the likelihood
increases monotonically.
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Figure 11: Maximum evidence can be us d in model selection. a) For this synthetic time trace, maximum lik lihood (ML)
will overfit the data. This is clear from b) where it is shown that the log likelihood or probability of the model – evaluated at
θ = θ∗ – increases monotonically as we increase the number of states, K. By contrast, maximum evidence (ME) – obtained
by marginalizing the likelihood over θ – identifies the theoretically expected number of states, K = 3. Sample time traces
are shown in (a) and the log probability is plotted in (b). See details in text and Ref. [36].
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To extract the number of binding states and transition rates from 
the Hfq tracking data, we applied the vbSPT analysis with an 
uninformative prior distribution to a data set of 12,130 trajecto-
ries from a single experiment on approximately ten cells. The best 
fit was achieved by a three-state model (Fig. 4a), with diffusion 
constants of approximately 3 Mm2 s−1, 0.7 Mm2 s−1 and 0.2 Mm2 s−1. 
We repeated the experiment, obtaining an unaltered outcome, 
and determined the accuracy of the parameter estimates by boot-
strap analysis13 (Supplementary Table 6). Next we performed 
experiments on cells treated with the antibiotic rifampicin (rif), 
which inhibits transcription and leads to global RNA decay, as 
we confirmed by RNA decay studies (Supplementary Note 5). 
For the rif-treated cells we obtained a two-state model, in which 
the two states have diffusion constants corresponding to the 
two faster states for untreated cells (3 Mm2 s−1 and 0.7 Mm2 s−1) 
(Fig. 4b and Supplementary Table 7).
To interpret the model, we mapped the different states of Hfq 
diffusion to states of Hfq binding. As Hfq is found mostly in its 
hexameric form14,15, we propose that the fastest state (3 Mm2 s−1) 
corresponds to the 223-kDa Hfq-Dendra2 hexamer. After rif 
treatment, the slowest state vanishes, and the fraction occupying 
the intermediate state decreases substantially (Fig. 4), indicating 
that these states may represent interactions of Hfq with different 
RNA species, either free or under processing. The slowest state 
may represent Hfq bound to RNA being transcribed, which would 
be expected to disappear upon transcription inhibition.
The decrease in the transition rate from the fast to the slow state 
after rif treatment (Fig. 4) could be explained by the decreasing 
number of RNAs available for binding. The conversion from the 
slow to the fast state could reflect the rates of Hfq dissociation 
from RNA and/or of RNA degradation, both of which should not 
be altered much by rif treatment.
When analyzing the combined data from both Hfq experi-
ments on untreated cells (23,756 trajectories), we obtained suf-
ficient evidence to split th  intermediate state into two states 
(Supplementary Note 1). This is consistent with our inter-
pretation that the intermediate state represents binding to mRNA 
molecules of varying lengths and consequently varying rates of 
diffusion. After we added another 18,903 trajectories from an 
additional experiment, the four state model remained the most 
likely, but we observed by bootstrap analysis that the likelihood 
of higher-state models increased in this case (Supplementary 
Note 1). We did ot observe state splitting upon pooling data 
from rif-treated cells, most probably because the RNA-associated 
pool of Hfq is diminished under this condition because of global 
RNA decay (Supplementary Note 5).
DISCUSSION
The vbSPT method opens new possibilities for objective charac-
terization of intracellular processes on the basis of single-molecule 
tracking data. With vbSPT it is possible to obtain kinetic infor-
mation from a system at steady state, which is important because 
most intracellular systems are impossible to perturb gently and 
with high specificity. We note that the intracellular environment 
in many cases will include interactions that cannot be found using 
purified components in the test tube. These include transient or 
rare interactions as well as complex interactions in uncharted path-
ways that can be probed only by altering the genetic background 
or growth conditions.
The vbSPT algorithm currently defines states by diffusion con-
stants and state lifetimes. However, the variational framework is 
flexible and could be extended to many types of more complex 
state descriptions by, for example, taking state-dependent locali-
zation errors into account.
The current analysis method can resolve states with average 
lifetimes of one time step, but accurate inference of kinetics is 
 limited to lifetimes of several time steps. Limitations on slow 
kinetics are set by the data and factors including the underlying 
model, trajectory lengths, localization error and amount of data. 
The range of accessible kinetics might be extended by modifying 
the algorithm to combine data acquired at different frame rates.
METHODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online 
version of the paper.
Note: Supplementary information is available in the online version of the paper.
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Figure 4 | vbSPT analysis of experimental tracking data on Hfq.  
(a,b) Untreated cells (a) and cells treated with the transcription  
inhibitor rifampicin (b). Top, typical super-resolution localization plot 
from a single cell. Scale bars, 0.5 Mm. Center, ~1,500 trajectories taken 
from an arbitrary cell. Trajectories longer than seven steps are color  
coded by the most likely state found by vbSPT analysis. Bottom, models 
including transition rates, diffusion constants (D) and mean dwell times 
(T) found by the analysis. The area represents the relative occupation 
of each state. (For standard errors from a bootstrap analysis, see 
Supplementary Tables 6 and 7.) The dashed transitions represent rare 
and therefore uncertain transitions (Supplementary Note 1).
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Figure 12: The number of diffusive states detected using maximum evidence can establis changes in interactions
of Hfq upon treatment of E. coli cells with rifampicin. a) vbSPT analysis of the RNA helper protein Hfq tracking data.
Three distinct diffusive states are detected and sample trajectories are shown color-coded according to which state they
belong. The kinetic scheme shows the diffusion coefficient in each state as well as transition rates between diffusion coef-
ficients. b) When treated with a transcription inhibitor (rif), vbSPT finds that the slowest diffusive state vanishes suggesting
that the slowest diffusive state of Hfq was related to an interaction of Hfq with RNA. ∆t = 300Hz throughout the figure. The
scale bar indicates 0.5 µm2/s. See details in Ref. [35].
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where θ denotes a vector of parameters: the K-dimensional initial probability vector of states, pi ≡ p(s1|K); the
K-dimensional observation parameters such as means, µ, and standard deviations, σ, for each state assuming
Gaussian p(yi|si,θ,K); and the K × K matrix, A, of transition matrix elements aij = p(sj |si,K). Contrary to
Eq. (9), we have made all parameter dependencies of the probabilities contained in Eq. (75) explicit.
The evidence then follows from Eq. (75)
p(y|K) =
∑
s
∫
dθp(y, s|θ,K)p(θ|K) (76)
where the prior is p(θ|K) = p(pi|K)p(A|K)p(µ,σ|K) and an example of how this prior is selected is given in
Ref. [36].
A numerical variational Bayesian (vb) procedure called vbFRET [36] was implemented to evaluate the maximum
evidence with sample results shown in Fig. (11). The method has gained traction because it learns the number
of states by comparing the probability of observation given different values of K, p(y|K) [185, 237–239]. The
interested reader should refer to a general discussion of variational approximations in Ref. [84].
Using a method similar to vbFRET, maximum evidence applied to a HMM model was used to extract the number
of diffusion coefficients – “diffusive states" – sampled from intracellularly diffusing proteins as well as transition
rates describing the hopping kinetics between the diffusive states [35]. Using single particle tracking (SPT) data,
the method was also implemented using a variational Bayesian procedure called vbSPT and applied to infer the
diffusive dynamics of an RNA helper protein, Hfq, mediating the interaction between small regulatory RNAs and
their mRNA targets [35]. Fig. (12) details the analysis of the Hfq tracking done on a control E. coli cell and one
treated with a transcription inhibitor [rifampicin (rif)]. Fig. (12b) shows the disappearance of the slow diffusion
component for treated cells suggesting that this sluggish component was associated with Hfq-RNA interactions
in the untreated cell.
Finally, using a method called variational Bayes HMM for time-stamp FRET (VB-HMM-TS-FRET), the methods
above can be generalized to treat time stamp photon arrival (as opposed to assuming binned data in intervals
∆t) as well as time-dependent rates [238].
5 An Introduction to Bayesian Nonparametrics
We have already seen how flexible (nested) models – models that can be refined by the addition or removal of
parameters – were critical to change-point analysis and enumeration of states in HMMs. Likewise, we have also
seen how free-form probability distributions, {p1, · · · , pK} could be inferred from MaxEnt even if K, the number
of parameters, largely exceeded the number of measured data points. Inferring a large number of parameters,
i.e. a distribution on a fine grid, is useful even if many probabilities inferred from MaxEnt have small numerical
values. For example, these probabilities may predict the relative weight of sampling a biologically relevant albeit
unusual protein fold – as compared to its native conformation – based on free energy estimates alone even if
such conformations are highly unlikely.
These previous treatments went beyond parametric modeling where models have a given mathematical structure
with a fixed number of parameters, such as Gaussians with means and variances.
While the maximum evidence methods we presented earlier provided model probabilities (marginal likelihoods
p(y|K)) for a fixed number of states or parameters (K), in this section we investigate the possibility of averaging
over all acceptable K to find posteriors p(θ|y).
These posteriors – p(θ|y) obtained by averaging over all possible starting models – are the purview of Bayesian
nonparametrics, a reasonably new (1973) approach to statistical modeling [240]. Bayesian nonparametrics are
poised to play an important role in the analysis of single molecule data since so few model features – such as the
number of states of a single molecule in any time trace – are known a priori.
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Contrary to their name, nonparametric models are not parameter-free [240]. Rather, they have an a priori infinite
number of parameters that are subsequently winnowed down – or, more precisely as we will see, selectively
sampled – by the available data [240–243]. This large initial model-space attempts to capture all reasonable
starting hypotheses [244] and avoids potentially computationally costly model selection and model averaging
[245]. In other words, they let the model complexity adapt to the information provided by the raw data and can
efficiently and rigorously promote sparse models through the priors considered.
5.1 The Dirichlet process
An important object in Bayesian nonparametrics is the prior process and the most widely used process is the
Dirichlet process (DP) prior [240]. Much, though not all of Bayesian nonparametrics, relies on generalizations of
the DP and its representations; see first graph of Ref. [246]. These representations include the infinite limit of
a Gibbs sampling for finite mixture models, the Chinese restaurant process and the stick-breaking construction
[243,247]. We will later discuss the stick-breaking construction.
Samples from a DP are distributions much like samples from the exponential of the entropy that we saw earlier
are distributions as well. Density estimation [248] and clustering [249] are natural applications of the DP.
To introduce the DP, we start with a parametric example and first consider a probability of outcomes indexed
k, pi = {pi1, pi2, · · · , pik} – with Σkpik = 1 and pik ≥ 0 for all k – distributed according to a Dirichlet distribution,
pi ∼ Dirichlet(α1, · · · , αK). That is, with a distribution over pi given by
p(pi|α) = Γ(
∑
k αk)∏
k Γ(αk)
K∏
k=1
piαk−1k . (77)
The Dirichlet distribution is conjugate to the multinomial distribution. Thus, a sequence of observations, z =
{z1, z2, · · · zN}, is distributed according to a multinomial havingK unique bins with populations n = {n1, n2, · · · , nK}
p(z|pi) = Γ(
∑
k nk + 1)∏
k Γ(nk + 1)
K∏
k=1
pinkk . (78)
The resulting posterior obtained from the prior, Eq. (77), and likelihood, Eq. (78), is
p(pi|z,α) = p(z|pi)p(pi|α)∫
dpip(n|pi)p(pi|α) =
Γ(
∑
k nk +
∑
k αk)∏
k Γ(nk + αk)
K∏
k=1
pink+αk−1k . (79)
Now, imagine a sequence of N − 1 observations, {z1, z2, · · · zN−1}. Using the posterior above, we can calculate
the probability of adding an observation to a pre-existing cluster, j, with probability pij given the occupation
{n1, · · · , nK−1} of all pre-existing clusters K − 1 clusters.
For simplicity we assume all αk identical and equal to α/K. Then
p(zN = j|{z1, · · · , zN−1}, α) =
∫
dpi p(zN = j|pi)p(pi|{z1, · · · , zN−1}, α)
=
∫
dpi pijp(pi|{z1, · · · , zN−1}, α). (80)
We can evaluate both: i) the probability that our observation populates an existing cluster with nj members; or
ii) that our observation populates a new cluster. In the non-parametric limit – where we allow an a priori infinite
number of clusters (K →∞) – these probabilities are [246]
nj
α+N − 1 vs.
α
α+N − 1 (81)
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respectively. Thus α – predictably called a concentration parameter – measures the preference for creating a new
cluster. The DP therefore tends to populate clusters according to the number of current members.
The DP describes the infinite dimensional (K →∞) generalization of the Dirichlet distribution and describes the
distribution over pi, or equivalently, the distribution over G defined as
G ≡ pi · 1 =
∞∑
k=1
pikδθk (82)
where the Kronecker delta, δθk , denotes a mass point for parameter value θk [247,250].
The θk themselves are iid (identical independently distributed) samples from a base distribution H (e.g. a Gaus-
sian). In other words, the base distribution parametrizes the density from which the θk are sampled, i.e.
G ∼ DP (α,H)
θk ∼ H. (83)
Thus as α → ∞, we have G → H. The idea is to use H as the hypothetical parametric model we would have
started from and use α to relax this assumption [243].
The stick-breaking construction, which we mentioned earlier, is a representation of the DP that can be imple-
mented. If we follow [246]
vk ∼ Beta(1, α)
pik = vk
k−1∏
j=1
(1− vj)
θk ∼ H
G = Σ∞k=1pikδθk (84)
then, without proof, we find that G ∼ DP (α,H).
The analogy to stick-breaking follows from the steps given in Eq. (84). We begin with a stick of unit length and
break the stick at location, v1 , sampled from a Beta distribution v1 ∼ Beta(1, α). We assign pi1 = v1. The
remainder of the stick has length (1− v1). The value of θ1 that we then assign to pi1 is sampled from H. We then
reiterate to determine pi2.
The pik sampled according to the stick-breaking construction are now decreasing on average but not monotoni-
cally so. In practice, the procedure is terminated when the remaining stick is below a predesignated threshold.
In the statistics literature, it is said that pi is sampled according to pi ∼ GEM(α) where GEM stands for Griffiths-
Engen-McClosky [251].
5.2 The Dirichlet process mixture model
We have used the DP, thus far, to generate discrete sample distributions, G. In order to treat continuous random
variables, like y, we generalize our treatment and introduce the Dirichlet Process Mixture Model (DPMM) [252,
253] where a continuous parametric distribution, F , is convolved with G, given by Eq. (82),
y ∼
∫
G(θ)F (y|θ)dθ = Σ∞k=1
∫
pikδθkF (y|θ)dθ =
∑
k
pikF (y|θk). (85)
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Figure 13: DPMMs can be used in deconvolution. a) A density generated from N = 500 data points from the mixture
of four exponential components. b) After fewer than 200 MCMC iterations, the DPMM has converged to four mixture
components. c) The marginal distribution of the parameter for each mixture component is shown with the red line indicating
the theoretical value used to generate the synthetic data (0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 10). See Ref. [133] and main body for more details.
In other words [254]
y|θk ∼ F (y|θk)
θk ∼ H
G ∼ DP (α,H).
The full posterior we want to determine is now
p(θ|y) ∝
∫
dpip(y|θ, pi, F )p(θ|H)p(pi|α). (86)
where, to be explicit, pi ∼ GEM(α). In practice, in order to sample from this posterior, we must first sample
the distribution G, then, given this G, we construct the mixture model involving F . Then, to sample y, we must
determine from which mixture component, k, the random variable y was selected and subsequently sample y
from the designated F (y|θk). We must then repeat over multiple G’s.
Many specific Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods such as the simple approach above – called Gibbs
sampling – are discussed for the DPMM in Ref. [254]. A more general discussion on sampling from posteriors
using MCMC can be found in Ref. [84].
Fig. (13) illustrates the ability of DPMMs to infer rates from a density generated by sampling 500 data points,
y, from y ∼ ∑i piie−yθi with four exponential components [133]. The DPMM then tries to determine how many
components there were and correctly converges to four mixture components after fewer than 200 MCMC iterations
with values for the rates closely matching those used to generate the synthetic data; see Fig. (13) for more details.
In comparison to MaxEnt deconvolution methods applied to exponential processes discussed earlier, MaxEnt
would have generated a very large number of components (since MaxEnt generates smooth distributions) typi-
cally tightly centered at the correct values for the rates at low levels of noise in the data. The DPMM, on the other
hand, converges to four discrete components with broader distributions over rates instead.
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Figure 14: iHMM Graphical Model [257].
5.3 Dirichlet processes: An application to infinite hidden Markov model
As we mentioned earlier, one important challenge with HMMs is their reliance on a predefined number of states.
To overcome this challenge, we may use the DP from which to sample the HMM transition matrix, p(st|st−1)
[247, 255, 256]. That is, the prior probability of starting from st−1 and transitioning to any of an infinite number
of states is sampled from a DP. This is the idea behind the infinite hidden Markov model (iHMM) which we now
discuss.
The most naive formulation of the iHMM – one that samples from a DP the prior probability of the final state ` = st
from a given initial state m = st−1, p(`|m) – does not sufficiently couple states. In other words, the state ` is
preferentially revisited under the DP process if transitions from m to ` have already occurred. But, because at
every time step, m is a new state then, under the DP prior, the same states are never revisited.
To address this problem, the hierarchical DP (HDP) is used [247]. Briefly, under a HDP, we have
G ∼ DP (α,H)
H ∼ GEM(γ)
where γ is a hyperparameter that plays the role of a concentration parameter on the prior of the base distribution
of the DP. The HDP enforces that the probability of st starting from m = st−1 is sampled from a DP whose base
has a common distribution amongst all transition probabilities. We summarize iHMM’s as follows [236]
H ∼ GEM(γ)
pik ∼ DP (α,H)
φk ∼ P
st|st−1 ∼Multinomial(pist−1)
yt|st ∼ F (y|φst)
where pik are transitions out of state k, F (φst) describes the probability of observing yt under the condition we
are in state st, P is a prior distribution over observation parameters. A graphical model illustrating the parameter
inter-dependencies is shown in Fig. (14). While parameters can be inferred on an iHMM using Gibbs sampling
[84], recent methods have been developed [71, 257], for example to increase the computational efficiency of
implementing the iHMM by limiting the number of states sampled at each time point [257].
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distribution (mean and variance) and the dynamics of the
states. Even if a state is visited extremely rarely (such
as in the left trace), we are able to confidently assert the ex-
istence of distinct conformational states. Additionally, we
could use the posterior distribution over the number of hid-
den states as a simple way to quantify confidence in an inter-
pretation of the data (see Fig. S6). An interesting extension
of this model would be to combine an ensemble of different
traces into a hierarchal model (46). In such a model, we ima-
gine each trace provides a brief snapshot of some underlying
hidden distribution from which all the traces are drawn.
Then the traces, taken in aggregate, provide information
about the total conformational space and transition dy-
namics. Future work remains to be done in this area.
As a final application, we turn to single-molecule photo-
bleaching. In this setting, we observe photon counts over
time and are interested in detecting photobleaching events
that reveal themselves as sudden decreases in photon inten-
sity. We are particularly interested in counting the number of
photobleaching events in a data trace. This setting is well
suited for the iHMM because we want to detect transitions
between an unknown number of states (corresponding to
bleaching events). Fig. 4 (bottom) shows example traces
from fluorophore-tagged TRIP8b proteins (see Materials
and Methods). We can see that photobleaching events are
apparent, but in regimes of low signal/noise, it might be
quite difficult to tell by eye when bleaching events occur.
After analysis with the iHMM, the data points are colored
corresponding to the hidden state to which they were as-
signed. The poster distributions over the number of inferred
transitions are shown in Fig. S7. It is clear that the iHMM is
an excellent tool for this task. Even in settings where photo-
bleaching events are very difficult to detect by eye (right),
the iHMM is able to identify likely transitions in the data.
Using the iHMM provides a rigorous and unbiased method
to analyze all these single-molecule time series.
Application of iAMM to single ion channel
recordings
Next, we demonstrate the use of the iAMM to analyze single
ion channel recordings. We previously analyzed BK single
FIGURE 4 Application of iHMM to single-
molecule time series. (Top) Electrophysiological
recording of a patch containing multiple channels
and downward current deflections indicate channel
opening events. (Middle) Traces from single-mole-
cule FRET. (Bottom) Traces from single-molecule
photobleaching. In each case, the data points are
colored corresponding to the hidden state from
which they are likely drawn. Algorithm parame-
ters: a ¼ 1 and g ¼ 1.
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Figure 15: iHMM’s can learn the number of states from a time series. iHMMs not only parametrize transition probabilities
as normal HMMs do. They also learn the number of states in the time series [133]. Here they have been used to find the
number of states for a) ion (BK) channels in patch clamp experiments [with downward current deflections indicating channels
opening]; b) conformational states of an agonist-binding domain of the NMDA receptor.
Most recently, the potential of iHMMs in biophysics has been illustrated by applying iHMMs for parameter de-
termination and model selection in single and multichannel electrophysiology (Fig. (15a)), smFRET (Fig. (15b))
as well as single molecule photobleaching [133]. The colors in both time traces shown in Fig. (15) denote the
different states that the system visits over the course of the time trace. While most transitions can be detected
by eye in the first time trace, the second time trace demonstrates the potential of iHMMs to go beyond what is
possible by visual inspection. There remain so e clear challenges. For instance, it is conceivable that iHMM’s
willingness to introduce new states may over-interpre drift, say, in a ti e tr ce a t e population of new states.
6 Information Theory: State Identification d Clusteri g
Single-molecule time-series measurements are often led using kinetic, or state- pace, netwo ks. As we
have already seen, HMMs presuppose a kinetic model, and – once all parameters are determined – assign a
probability f being i a particul r state along a time series. Other methods such as DPMMs a iHMMs are more
flexible and do not tart with fixed kinetic model a priori. Information theory, by contrast, provides a alternative to
non-parametric methods in identifying probabiliti s f states (thought of as data “clusters") populated along time
series, that does not rely on prior processes.
Here we focus on information theore ic clustering [258–260] that foll w directly from Shannon’s rate-distortion
theory (RDT) [64].
6.1 Rate-Dist rti n T eory: Brief outline
Shannon [64] conceived of rate-distortion theory (RDT) to quantify the amount of information that should be sent
across noisy communication cha n ls in order convey a message within a s t error margin. Although RDT
was developed for both continuous as well as discrete transmissions, here – in the interest of single-molecule
data analysis and for sake of brevity – we will restrict our discussion to discrete signals.
Shannon considered a transmission (a message) consisting of discrete signals from a source to a recipient. For
example, if the message were intended to convey words in the English language, then each discrete signal would
transmit a letter of the Latin alphabet. However, the letters comprising the words being transmitted cannot be
sent directly; the communication channel requires that the transmitted information be encoded. That is, the set
of letters being transmitted needs to be transformed into a set of codes that represent the letters being sent. For
example, the letter A could be encoded by a set of binary symbols such as 0000. After transmission, the encoded
signals are collected by the recipient and are then translated back into their representation in the original set
of symbols. In this example, the average length of the binary sequences that encode the letters being sent
corresponds roughly to the “rate" (of information) and the potential for misinterpreting the encoded sequence by
the recipient corresponds to the “distortion."
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Put differently, the rate quantifies the amount of information about the intended message that is being transmitted
across the channel. For example, consider encoding the letter A in two ways: a single binary character 0 and a
binary sequence 00. Because the single binary character is of shorter length than the two-character sequence, it
contains less information about the intended transmission (the letter A) than the longer sequence. Increasing the
length of the encoded representation of the intended message thus increases the amount of information being
transmitted.
The distortion, on the other hand, quantifies the potential for misinterpreting a transmission. For example, the
encoded message may be transmitted as A = 00, but noise on the channel distorts the transmission, resulting in
the signal being interpreted as 01, which may coincide with another letter, say B.
As a rudimentary example, consider a one-word message, “kangaroo", being transmitted from a source to a
recipient as a set of binary symbol groups with each group representing a single letter of the alphabet. The
intended message, “kangaroo", is first transformed at the source from the letters of the alphabet to a sequence of
binary symbol groups, which are then transmitted to the recipient and decoded (translated) back into letters from
the message.
Because the message will most likely be understood even if one or two letters is misinterpreted in the decoding
process, some small level of distortion may be acceptable, e.g. “kongaroo" versus “kangaroo". On the other
hand, if several letters of the message received are misinterpreted, then the correct translation of the intended
message is unlikely. This latter situation is undesirable, and may be remedied by increasing the lengths of the
binary sequences – i.e. by increasing the rate of information – that encode the letters, thereby increasing the
probability of correctly decoding the intended message and decreasing the level of distortion.
Then, given a level of acceptable distortion, such as one in eight letters (“kongaroo" vs. “kangaroo") we may
then determine how short the binary symbol groups must be in order to accurately convey the intended message.
Finding the optimal length of letters is the subject of RDT.
More formally, RDT poses the following question: what is the minimum rate of information required to convey
the intended message at the desired level of distortion? RDT’s main result is that a lower-bound on the rate of
information is provided by the mutual information between the set of possible transmissions at the source and
the set of observations at the recipient. In our example above, this quantity is the mutual information between the
letters of the alphabet and the set of binary sequences that encode each letter. The minimum rate of information
is then obtained by minimizing this mutual information given an acceptable level of distortion.
6.1.1 RDT and data clustering
We now discuss the relationship between RDT and data clustering. Data clustering is the grouping of elements
of a data set into a subsets of elements, i.e. clusters, containing elements that have similar properties. This is
often accomplished through the minimization of an average statistical distance between the elements assigned
to particular clusters and their center by, for example, a method called k-means clustering [84]. Since there are
typically fewer clusters than there are elements in the data set, clustering is a form of compression. In other
words, data clustering seeks to compress the data with respect to some statistical distance.
In RDT, minimization of the rate of information is also a form of compression. In effect, by minimizing the rate we
are minimizing the length of the encoded message to be transmitted, thereby compressing the message. This
compression is not performed directly, however, but with respect to a desired (or, as we will discuss, observed)
level of distortion. For an infinite compression, there could be substantial distortion. Likewise, if every element
belongs to its own cluster the distortion vanishes.
By contrast to “hard" partitioning algorithms – where probabilities of elements belonging to clusters are restricted
to 0 or 1 – soft clustering algorithms allow elements to exist across all clusters with some probability of member-
ship assigned to each cluster. These more general algorithms are particularly useful for cases where clusters
may overlap. This is especially advantageous in the context of high-noise single-molecule measurement and
allows estimation of errors associated with any parameter extracted from the experimental data. For instance,
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the smFRET example that we will explore later will have two important sources of error: empirical error (photon
counting and fluctuations in the irradiance intensity) and sampling eror (the number of data points are finite).
Since, as we will see in the next section, RDT clustering directly returns conditional probabilities that each data
point belongs to each cluster [46,260], soft partitioning is directly built into the RDT framework.
6.1.2 RDT clustering: Formalism
RDT returns conditional probabilities, p(Ck|si), of cluster k, selected from a set of n clusters C = {C1, · · · , Cn},
given observation i selected from the set of N observations s = {s1, · · · , sN}.
As discussed above, the rate is the average amount of information needed to specify an observation si within
the set of clusters C, computed as the mutual information between the set of clusters C and observations s as
follows
I(C, s) =
n∑
k=1
N∑
i=1
p(Ck|si)p(si) log p(Ck|si)
p(Ck)
. (87)
By minimizing the rate, we maximize the compression. However, if the minimization of the rate is not bounded,
then we will over-compress and any information that clusters contain on the observations will vanish (i.e. I (C, s)→
0). Our minimization of the rate thus needs to be informed, or constrained, by another quantity. This quantity is
the mean distortion among the observations within the set of clusters C, 〈D(C, s)〉, defined as the average of the
pairwise distortions between all pairs of observations in s [46,258]
〈D(C, s)〉 =
n∑
k=1
p(Ck)
N∑
i,j=1
p(si|Ck)p(sj |Ck)dij . (88)
The pairwise distortion between two observations, dij , is a measure of the dissimilarity between them, and its
choice is problem-specific. For example, the dissimilarity between two probability (mass or density) functions
can be measured as the area between their respective cumulative distribution functions, which corresponds to a
metric known as the Kantorovich distance [261].
To obtain the minimum rate of information – constrained by the mean distortion – we define an objective function
to be minimized
I(C, s) + β〈D(C, s)〉 (89)
where β is a Lagrange multiplier that controls which term is favored in the minimization. A small value of β favors
minimization of the rate over distortion and, thus, high compression. Conversely, large values of β will cause the
minimization to favor the distortion, returning a less compressed clustering result in which the clusters contain a
relatively large amount of information about the set of observations.
The formal solution to the minimization of Eq. (89) with respect to the conditional probabilities p(Ck|si) is a
Boltzmann-like distribution [260]
p(Ck|si) = p(Ck)
Z(si, β)
exp
−β N∑
j=1
p(si|Ck)dij
 . (90)
The conditionals p(si|Ck) of Eq. (90) are obtained, in turn, using Bayes’ formula; p(Ck) is the marginal probability
of the cluster Ck
p(Ck) =
N∑
i=1
p(si)p(Ck|si) (91)
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Figure 16: A soft clustering algorithm based on RDT is used to determine states from smFRET trajectories. a) A
crystal structure of the AMPA ABD. The green and red spheres represent the donor and acceptor fluorophores, respectively.
b) Detection of photons emitted in an smFRET experiment. c) An experimental smFRET trajectory obtained by binning the
data in (b). d) Probability mass functions (pmfs) of the blue and red segments highlighted in (c). e) Cumulative distribution
function (cdfs) of the highlighted segments in (c). The shaded area represents the Kantorovich distance. f) Visual repre-
sentation of clusters in (c) based on multidimensional scaling. g) Transition disconnectivity graph (TRDG) resulting from the
trajectory in (c). See details in text and Ref. [46].
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and Z(si, β) of Eq. (90) is the normalization [260]
Z(si, β) =
n∑
k=1
p(Ck) exp
−β N∑
j=1
p(si|Ck)dij
 . (92)
As can be seen from Eqns. (90)-(91), the conditional probabilities p(Ck|si) and the marginal probabilities p(Ck)
must be self-consistent. This self-consistency is exploited to obtain numerical solutions to the variational problem
through an iterative procedure (Blahut-Arimoto algorithm) [262, 263]. The procedure begins by randomly initial-
izing each of the conditionals p(Ck|si) followed by normalization over C and continuing with iterative calculations
of the marginals and conditionals, via Eqns. (90)- (91), until the objective function, Eq. (89), has converged. In
practice, this algorithm may converge to a local, rather than the global, minimum requiring that it be re-initialized
multiple times with random seeds.
6.1.3 RDT analysis on sample data
Both β and the number of clusters are inputs to RDT. We can use the distortion and rate of RDT as model
selection tools to choose these input.
To do so, we may first obtain an appropriate estimate of the amount of distortion arising from errors in the data.
The errors must be treated carefully on a case-by-case basis; this is detailed for the case of smFRET data in
Ref. [46].
Once this estimate is obtained, it is used as a benchmark against which to compare the distortion, 〈D(C, s)〉,
arising from other models (i.e. solutions obtained with different numbers of clusters and/or values of β). Any
model having 〈D(C, s)〉 less than this benchmark is retained for model complexity comparison.
Model complexity is then assessed by comparing the values of the mutual information I (C, s) arising from each
model. Specifically, the model satisfying the distortion criterion having the smallest value of I (C, s) is the least
complex model retained for further analysis. Details are provided in Ref. [46].
Fig. (16) sketches key steps in using RDT to identify states (i.e. clusters) of an smFRET trajectory for a protein
domain (AMPA ABD) that we will discuss shortly. Briefly, we segment the trajectory into “elements". Our goal is
to cluster these elements shown as short stretches of data in Fig. (16c). Fig. (16d) shows the probability mass
function (pmf) of these elements; while Fig. (16e) illustrates the Kantorovich distance that we use in our distortion.
We subsequently use multidimensional scaling [264] to map clusters into two dimensions (Fig. (16f)). This gives
us visual insight into cluster overlap as well as the breadth of the conditional distributions p(Ck|si) detailed in
Ref. [46].
Fig. (16g) captures another useful representation of the conformational space beyond clusters: the free energy
landscape. A free energy landscape depicts the conformational motions of proteins (or their domains) such as
the AMPA ABD, that we will discuss shortly, as diffusion on a multidimensional free energy surface, with confor-
mational states represented as energy basins on the landscape and the transition times being characterized by
the heights of the energy barriers among the set of basins [265, 266]. Because conformational motion in sm-
FRET experiments is projected on a 1-dimensional coordinate, we approximate the free energy landscape with
a transition disconnectivity graph (TRDG) [265, 266]. A simple, 3-state TRDG is shown in Fig. (16g). The nodes
represent relative free energies of the conformational states while the horizontal lines represent free energies at
the barriers for transitions among the conformational states. Briefly, the TRDG is constructed by first identifying
the slowest transition (i.e. the highest energy barrier) between two disjoint sets in the network [46]. Each subse-
quently faster transition between disjoint sets is then identified resulting in the branching structure of the TRDG
detailed in Refs. [46,265,266].
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6.1.4 Application of RDT to single molecule time-series
We apply RDT clustering to extract kinetic models from smFRET time traces [46, 267, 268]. In the example we
now discuss, smFRET monitors the conformational dynamics of binding domains of a single AMPA receptor, an
agonist-mediated ion channel prevalent in the central nervous system. In the context of RDT, each smFRET tra-
jectory is viewed as a noisy message received from the source, i.e. the underlying conformational network. RDT
is used to decode the message sent by the source and to classify intervals along the time trace into underlying
clusters (conformational states).
AMPA receptors are among the most abundant ion-channel proteins in the central nervous system [267]. They are
comprised of extracellular N-termini and agonist binding domains (ABDs) [involved in ion channel activation [267]],
transmembrane domains and intracellular C-terminal domains. They are agonist-mediated ion channels and
interaction of the ABDs with neurotransmitters – such as glutamate – induces conformational motion in the protein
which, in turn, triggers the activation of ion transmission through the cellular membrane.
X-ray crystal structures [269] show that ABD has two lobes that form a cleft containing the agonist-binding site
[46]. X-ray studies also suggest that the degree of cleft closure controls the activation of the ion channel [269],
with a closed cleft corresponding to an activated channel, but exceptions to this conjecture exist [270]. Molecular
dynamics simulation [271,272] further suggest that ABD is capable of conformational motion even when bound to
the full agonist glutamate, and that conformational fluctuations are increased in the absence of a bound agonist.
What is more, smFRET studies of the apo and various agonist-bound forms of the AMPA ABD support this
theoretical result [267] and, together, suggest that the activation mechanism is more complex. In order to gain
deeper insight into this allosteric mechanism, we used RDT clustering along with time series segmentation and
energy landscape theory to analyze the data [46].
Here we discuss the results of RDT clustering applied to smFRET trajectories of the AMPA ABD while bound to
three different agonists: a full agonist, a partial agonist, and an antagonist [46]. The properties extracted from
each of these systems, including population distributions and TRDGs, are shown in Fig. (17) [46]. Parameters
estimated from the clustering results, including mean efficiencies, occupation probabilities, escape times and free
energies of the basins are shown in Table (1) [46].
As shown by the transition networks, TRDGs, and state distributions in Figs. (17a)-(17c), the model selection
process results in the assignment of 4, 5, and 6 states for the ABDs bound to the full agonist, partial agonist, and
antagonist, respectively.
As shown in Fig. (17), and Table (1) [46], the most dominant state when the ABD is glutamate-bound has 74%
occupation probability and a mean efficiency of 0.85, which corresponds to a relatively short interdye distance
of ∼ 38 Å, in comparison to the apo form of the ABD [267]. Other states have smaller occupation probabilities
(< 10%) which, along with the relatively slow escape times from the states, suggest that, although conformational
dynamics are observed, the glutamate-bound ABD possesses a relatively stable and closed ABD.
By contrast, the most populated state in the partial agonist-bound ABD system shown in Fig. (17b) has a smaller
mean efficiency of 0.74 and a smaller occupation probability of 52%, indicating a longer interdye distance and a
less stable conformation. Furthermore, the TRDG indicates a smaller transition barrier out of many states in the
network which, along with the increase in the number of significantly populated states, suggests that ABD is more
active when bound to the partial agonist.
Lastly, the results of the antagonist-bound ABD returned six states displaying a broader interdye range and
a larger relative occupation at lower efficiencies. The most populous state (41%), however, has a high mean
efficiency of 0.88, suggesting that the channel should be activated while occupying this closed cleft conformation
as defined in Ref. [268]. Inspection of the TRDG shows relatively smaller (∼ 1 kcal/mol) transition barriers and
we found escape times for all states that are relatively faster (200-500 ms), suggesting a conformationally active
ABD relative to the full and partial agonist-bound systems. It is this fast and frequent conformational motion that
is the source of the ion channel’s lack of activation.
In summary, RDT clustering applied to these three systems provides broader insight into the activation mech-
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Figure 17: RDT clustering reveals differences in conformational dynamics for the AMPA ABD. State distributions and
TRDGs are given for the full agonist-bound ABD (a); the partial agonist-bound ABD (b); and the antagonist-bound ABD (c).
〈E〉 denotes the mean efficiency. See main body and Ref. [46] for details.
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〈E〉 p(Sk) Fi escape time
(%) (kcal/mol) (ms)
Full Agonist
0.97 10 1.21 308 (220,425)
0.85 74 0 674 (589,753)
0.75 8 1.31 185 (145,220)
0.64 8 1.29 310 (240,384)
Partial Agonist
0.93 16 0.68 807 (690,928)
0.84 17 0.68 288 (260,300)
0.74 52 0 664 (618,698)
0.66 12 0.88 290 (260,308)
0.47 3 1.75 502 (388,634)
Antagonist
0.88 41 0 490 (458,519)
0.76 27 0.26 223 (207,236)
0.62 16 0.56 207 (193,217)
0.51 11 0.78 220 (203,236)
0.32 3 1.47 250 (217,283)
0.11 2 1.71 512 (420,619)
Table 1: RDT clustering returns state properties for the AMPA ABDs. These properties include mean efficiencies (〈E〉),
occupation probabilities (p(Sk)), free energies (Fi), and escape times with 95% confidence intervals, for the full agonist
(glutamate), the partial agonist (nitrowillardiine), and the antagonist (UBP282). See main body and ref [46] for details.
anism of the AMPA receptor [46]. The antagonist-bound ABD exhibits fast conformational fluctuations and a
relatively unstable structure that explores a broad range of interdye distances while the most stable conformation
of the partial agonist-bound ABD displays a relatively large interdye distance, indicating a weaker, and/or sterically
distorted structure. By comparison, the full agonist-bound ABD displays a relatively stable and static structure
with a small interdye distance, suggesting a strong and stable interaction of the full agonist with the ABD. It is the
ability of the full agonist to hold the cleft of the ABD closed in a stable manner that causes the full activation of,
i.e. the maximum ionic current through, the ion channel.
6.2 Variations of RDT: Information-based clustering
Similar in spirit to RDT is a general method known as information-based clustering that has been used on gene
expression data [258]. Information-based clustering uses a similarity measure – rather than a distortion measure
– to quantify how alike elements are [258].
However, unlike in RDT, the quantity that plays the role of RDT’s distortion in information-based clustering – a
quantity termed “multi-information"– is a multidimensional mutual information.
An advantage of information-based clustering is that multidimensional relationships among the data to be clus-
tered are naturally incorporated into the clustering algorithm. The objective function to be maximized is
〈S(C, s)〉 − TI(C, s) (93)
where C are again the set of clusters and s the set of observations and T is a “trade-off" parameter.
In Eq. (93), 〈S(C, s)〉 is the average multidimensional similarity among the set of observations within the set of
clusters [258], I(C, s) is the mutual information between the set of clusters and the set of observations.
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6.3 Variations of RDT: The information bottleneck method
There exists another variation of RDT proposed by Tishby et al. [259], termed the information bottleneck (IB)
method, which focuses on how well the compressed description of the data, i.e. the clusters or states, can predict
the outcome of another observation, say u. It is similar to information-based clustering however its focus is on
predicting the outcome of another variable and the “distortion" term is given by the mutual information between
the clusters and u.
In other words, the information contained in s is squeezed (compressed) through the “bottleneck" of clusters C
which is then used to explain u. The advantage with IB is that there is no need for a problem-specific distortion.
Just like in RDT, minimizing the mutual information between s and C generates broad overlapping clusters.
However maximizing the mutual information between u and C tends to create sharper clusters.
Mathematically the objective function in IB to be maximized is
I(C, s)− βI(C,u) (94)
where, as before, I(C, s) =
∑
k,i p(Ck, si) log(p(Ck|si)/p(Ck)) [likewise for I(C,u)] and β is a trade-off parameter.
The maximization of Eq. (94) yields [259]
p(Ck|si) = p(Ck)
Z(si, β)
exp
−β M∑
j=1
p(uj |si) log p(uj |si)
p(uj |Ck)

≡ p(Ck)
Z(si, β)
exp [−βDKL[p(u|si)‖p(u|Ck)]] (95)
where DKL[p(u|si)‖p(u|Ck)] is the KL divergence, and
Z(si, β) =
∑
k
p(Ck) exp[−βDKL[p(u|si)‖p(u|Ck)]] (96)
is the normalization. When comparing Eq. (95) with the formal solution of the conventional RDT, Eq. (90), we see
that the KL divergence, DKL[p(u|si)‖p(u|Ck)], serves as an effective distortion function in the IB framework. This
means that by minimizing the distortion DKL[p(u|si)‖p(u|Ck)], one obtains a compression of s (through C) that
preserves as much as possible the information provided by the relevant observable u.
For illustrative purposes, we consider two special limiting values for the trade-off parameter: β → 0 and β → ∞.
As β → 0, we have Z(si, β → 0) =
∑
k p(Ck) = 1. Eq. (95) then implies p(Ck|si) = p(Ck). Using Bayes’ rule, one
then obtains p(si|Ck) = p(si). This means that the probability to find si in a cluster is the same for all clusters,
implying that all clusters overlap or, effectively, we have just one cluster.
The opposite extreme, β →∞, is the limit of hard-clustering where, to leading order, the normalization becomes
Z(si, β) → p(Ck∗) exp[−βDKL[p(u|si)‖p(u|Ck∗)]], where Ck∗ is the cluster with p(uj |Ck∗) = p(uj |si). Substituting
this approximate normalization back into Eq. (95), we arrive at: p(Ck|si) = 1 if p(uj |si) = p(uj |Ck), and p(Ck|si) =
0 otherwise. Since the conditional probability is either one or zero, the limit β → ∞ coincides precisely with the
hard clustering case.
6.3.1 Information bottleneck method: Application to dynamical state-space networks
The IB framework has been applied directly to time series data to construct dynamical state-space network
models [51, 52]. Here we briefly describe important features of the IB-based state-space network construction
detailed elsewhere [39,51].
Intuitively, state-space networks derived from the IB construction, must preserve maximum information relevant
to predicting the future outcome of the time series. More precisely, they must be minimally complex but, simulta-
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s = {s1, ..., sN} C = {C1, ..., Cn}
minimize I(C, s)
(compression)
I(s, u)
u = {u1, ..., uM}
data to be clustered clusters
relevant observable
max. 
achievable
relevance 
x = {x1, ..., xN} C = {C1, ..., Cn}
I(x, x)
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Figure 18: The IB method can be used to construct dynamical models. a) The IB method starts from the data to be
clustered s (top left), clustering then compresses the information contained in s by minimizing the rate I(C, s) (from top left
to top right). Instead of introducing an a priori distortion measure, the IB compression maximizes I(C,u) quantifying how
well another observable, u, is predicted (from top right to bottom). The maximum achievable “relevance", predicting u from
s, is given by I(s,u). b) To construct a predictive dynamical model from time series data, we may define past sequences
(top left) as the data to be clustered s and future sequences (bottom) as the relevant observables u.
neously, most predictive [39,259,260].
As an illustration, we consider a time series x sampled at discrete times. We have both past,←−x = {←−x1, · · · ,←−xN},
and future, −→x = {−→x1, · · · ,−→xM}, sequences of different total length. We have bolded the elements of ←−x and −→x
because each element can itself be a vector of some length, say L and L′ respectively.
To construct a minimal state-space network with maximal predictability from the IB framework, we identify the
data to be clustered s as the past sequences ←−x and the relevant observable u as the future sequences −→x
(see Fig. (18a)-(18b)). The clusters C obtained in Fig. (18b) represent constructed network states. In principle,
the length of the past and future sequences L and L′ should be chosen to be long enough as compared to
all dynamical correlations in the time series. However, this may cause some practical sampling problems if L
and L′ are too large. These problems are addressed using multiscale wavelet based CM described in detail in
Refs. [39,51,52].
Multiscale state-space networks developed from IB methods may capture dynamical correlations of conforma-
tional fluctuations covering a wide range of timescales (from millisecond to second) [51, 52]. Moreover, the
topographical features of the networks constructed, including the number connections among the states and the
heterogeneities in the transition probabilities among the states, depend on the timescale of observation, namely,
the longer the timescale, the simpler and more random the underlying state-space network becomes. These
insights provides us with a network topography perspective to understand dynamical transitions from anomalous
to normal diffusion [51,52].
We end this brief section by mentioning that clustering past sequences to form state-space networks in which
the relevant variable are future sequences was proposed separately by Crutchfield et al. [273, 274], and termed
computational mechanics (CM). The states and resulting state-space network are called causal states and epsilon
machine, respectively. We refer the interested readers to an excellent review of CM [275].
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7 Final Thoughts on Data Analysis and Information Theory
We have previously seen how information theory can be used in deconvolution, model selection and clustering.
In this purely theoretical section, we discuss efforts to use information theory in experimental design and end with
some considerations on the broader applicability of information theory.
7.1 Information theory in experimental design
Just as information theory can be used in model selection after an experiment has been performed, it may also
be used to suggest an experimental design, labeled ξ.
The goal, in this so far theoretical endeavor, is to find a design that optimizes information gain [276–278]. For
instance, a choice of design may involve tuning data collection times, bin sizes, choice of variables under obser-
vation and sample sizes [279,280]. Fig. (19) illustrates – for a concrete example we will discuss shortly – how the
number of observations can be treated as a design variable and how information gained grows as we tune this
variable (repeat trials).
To quantify the information gained, we first consider the expected utility, U(ξ) – depending on the experimental
design ξ – defined as the mutual information between the data, y, and model, θ [276]
U(ξ) ≡ I(y,θ|ξ) =
∫
dθdyp(y,θ|ξ) log
(
p(y,θ|ξ)
p(y|ξ)p(θ|ξ)
)
(97)
which we must now maximize with respect to our choice of experiment, ξ.
More concretely, the choice of experiments dictates the mathematical form for p(y|ξ) and p(y,θ|ξ). Thus maxi-
mizing with respect to ξ may imply comparing different mathematical forms dictated by the experimental design
for p(y|ξ) and p(y,θ|ξ).
Our utility function, U(ξ), is simply the difference in Shannon information before and after the data y was used to
inform the model
I(y,θ|ξ) = I(θ|y, ξ)− I(θ|ξ) (98)
where
I(θ|y, ξ) ≡
∫
dθdyp(y,θ|ξ) log p(θ|y, ξ)
I(θ|ξ) ≡
∫
dθdyp(y,θ|ξ) log p(θ|ξ). (99)
As an illustration of this formalism, we can now quantify whether future experiments – repeated trials yielding
data y′ – appreciably change the expected information gain. We begin by iterating Eq. (98) and write
I(y′,θ|y, ξ) = I(θ|y′,y, ξ)− I(θ|y, ξ). (100)
As a concrete example, suppose we monitor photon arrival times in continuous time. We write the likelihood, i.e.
the probability of observing a sequence of photon arrivals with arrival times t = {t1, t2, · · · , tN},
p(y = t|θ = r, ξ) = re−rt1 × re−rt2 × · · · × re−rtN (101)
where r is the rate of arrival and ξ is implicitly specified by our choice of experiment (and thus by the form of our
likelihood). For sake of concreteness, we take a simple exponential prior distribution over r, p(r|ξ) = φe−rφ where
φ is a hyperparameter. Now, our joint distribution, p(t, r|ξ) = p(t|r, ξ)p(r|ξ), as well as our marginal distribution
over data, p(t|ξ) = ∫ drp(t, r|ξ), are fully specified. We tune the design here by selecting N .
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Figure 19: Diminishing returns: most data collected from additional experiments does not result in information
gain. The expected information gained, Eq. (100), grows sub-linearly with the number of photon arrival measurements.
The expected information gained can now be explicitly calculated from Eq. (100). The integrals are over all
allowed r and arrival times. All, but the last time, tN , are considered as y. The last time, tN , is y′.
The expected information gained, I(y′,θ|y, ξ), increases monotonically but sub-linearly with the number of trials
and, for our specific example, independently of φ. See Fig. (19). The monotonicity is expected because we have
averaged over all possible outcomes (i.e. photon arrival times). The sub-linearity however quantifies that future
experiments result in diminishing returns [281]. Put differently, insofar as the expected information gained allows
to build a predictive model, most of the information gathered has little predictive value.
7.2 Predictive information and model complexity
The result from Fig. (19) in the previous section suggested that most repeated experiments yield little information
gain.
Here we want to quantify this concept by calculating the predictive value of previously collected data on future
data. We consider the mutual information linking past, i.e. previously collected, data, yp, and future, yf , data
[276,281]
Ipred(yf ,yp|ξ) ≡
∫
dyfdypp(yf ,yp|ξ) log
(
p(yf ,yp|ξ)
p(yf |ξ)p(yp|ξ)
)
. (102)
We wish to simplify Eq. (102) and derive Ipred(yf ,yp|ξ)’s explicit dependence on the total number of data points
collected in the past, Np. We call Nf the total number of data points collected in the future.
To simplify Eq. (102), we re-write Eq. (102) as follows
Ipred(yf ,yp|ξ) = Ijoint − Ifuture − Ipast
=
∫
dyfdypp(yf ,yp|ξ) log p(yf ,yp|ξ)
−
∫
dyfdypp(yf ,yp|ξ) log p(yf |ξ)−
∫
dyfdypp(yf ,yp|ξ) log p(yp|ξ) (103)
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and express p(yf ,yp|ξ) as
p(yf ,yp|ξ) =
∫
dKθ p(yf ,yp,θ|ξ) (104)
where K enumerates model parameters. We can similarly re-write both p(yf |ξ) and p(yp|ξ). Next, we simplify
p(yf ,yp|ξ) by assuming that individual data points, both past and future, are sufficiently independent. As the
number of total data point, Nf +Np, grows we invoke Laplace’s method – and using the notation for the rescaled
logarithm of the likelihood f introduced earlier, Eq. (5) – to simplify p(yf ,yp|ξ). This yields
p(yf ,yp|ξ) =
∫
dKθ p(yf ,yp,θ|ξ) ≡
∫
dKθ e(Nf+Np) log f(yf ,yp,θ|ξ)
∼ 1√
det ((Nf +Np)[−(log f(yf ,yp,θ∗|ξ)))′′]
× e(Nf+Np) log f(yf ,yp,θ∗|ξ)
∝ 1
(Nf +Np)K/2
e(Nf+Np) log f(yf ,yp,θ
∗|ξ) (105)
where θ∗ is the value of θ maximizing the integrand. Similarly, p(yf |ξ) and p(yp|ξ) can be re-written as follows
p(yf |ξ) ∝ 1
N
K/2
f
eNf log f(yf ,θ
∗
f |ξ) (106)
p(yp|ξ) ∝ 1
N
K/2
p
eNp log f(yp,θ
∗
p|ξ) (107)
where θ∗f and θ
∗
p are those parameter values that maximize their respective integrands. But, for sufficiently large
enough Nf and Np, log f(yf ,θ∗f |ξ) and log f(yp,θ∗p|ξ) are both well-approximated by log f(yf ,yp,θ∗|ξ). This is
true to the extent that yf and yp are typical. Thus [281]
p(yf |ξ) ∝ 1
N
K/2
f
eNf log f(yf ,yp,θ
∗|ξ) (108)
p(yp|ξ) ∝ 1
N
K/2
p
eNf log f(yf ,yp,θ
∗|ξ). (109)
Inserting these simplified probabilities, Eq. (105), (108) and (109), into Eq. (103) yields an extensive part that
scales with the number of data points (first two lines) and, to next order, a portion scaling with the logarithm of
the number of data points (third line) [281]
Ipred(yf ,yp|ξ) ∼ (Nf +Np)
∫
dyfdypp(yf ,yp|ξ) log f(yf ,yp,θ∗|ξ)
−Np
∫
dyfdypp(yf ,yp|ξ) log f(yf ,yp,θ∗|ξ)−Nf
∫
dyfdypp(yf ,yp|ξ) log f(yf ,yp,θ∗|ξ)
−K
2
log(Nf +Np) +
K
2
logNf +
K
2
logNp + O(N
0
f ) + O(N
0
p ). (110)
The extensive portion of Ipred, Eq.(110), cancels to leading order. This directly implies that the vast majority of
data collected provides no predictive information. If we then ask what the past data collected tells us about the
entirety of future observations (Nf →∞), upon simplifying Eq. (110), we find
Ipred =
K
2
logNp. (111)
In other words, the predictive information grows logarithmically with the data collected and linearly with K.
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Asymptotically, the predictive information is directly related to features of the model (in this case, the number
of parameters) drawn from the data. In addition, Eq. (111) provides an interpretation to the penalty term of the
BIC [62] as twice the predictive information.
7.3 The Shore & Johnson axioms
While we’ve discussed the Shannon entropy in the context of its information theoretic interpretation, the SJ axioms
provide a complementary way to understand the central role of information theory in model inference.
The key mathematical steps in deriving the Shannon entropy from the SJ axioms concretely highlight what as-
sumptions are implicit when using H = −∑i pi log pi that go beyond the illustration of the kangaroo exam-
ple with eye-color and handedness. Conversely, they clarify which assumptions must be violated in rejecting
H = −∑i pi log pi in inferring models for {pi} [130,282].
Briefly, SJ wanted to devise a prescription to infer a probability distribution, {pi}. Thus they constructed an objec-
tive function which, when maximized, would guarantee that inferences drawn from their model – the probability
distribution, {p∗i }, which maximizes their objective function – would satisfy basic self-consistency conditions that
we now define.
SJ suggested that the maximum of their objective function must be: 1) unique; 2) coordinate transformation
invariant; 3) subset-independent (i.e. if data are provided on subsets of a system independently, then the relative
probabilities on two subsets of outcomes within a system should be independent of other subsets); 4) system-
independent (i.e. if data are provided for systems independently, the joint probability for two independent systems
should be the product of their marginal probabilities).
The starting point is a function H (to be determined by the axioms) constrained by data (using Lagrange multipli-
ers). SJ considered general equality and inequality constraints for the data.
For concreteness, here we consider a single constraint on an average a¯ of a quantity a. Then SJ’s starting point
is the following objective function
H({pi, qi})− λ
(∑
i
aipi − a¯
)
. (112)
To find the specific form for H, we first invoke SJ’s axiom on subset independence. Subset independence states
that unless the data are coupled, then the maximum of Eq. (112) with respect to each pi can only depend on this
index, namely i. This is only guaranteed if H is a sum over i’s, i.e. outcomes. That is,
H =
∑
i
f(pi, qi). (113)
To further specify the function f , we must apply SJ’s second axiom of coordinate invariance. To do this, we use
a continuum representation for the probabilities and write Eq. (113) as
H =
∫
D[x]f(p(x), q(x)) (114)
whereD[x] denotes the integration measure. Our goal is to show that the maximum of H−λ (∫ D[x]p(x)a(x)− a¯)
with respect to p(x) – where we have used an average constraint only as a matter of simplicity– is equivalent to
the maximum of the coordinate transformed H ′−λ′ (∫ D′[y]p′(y)a′(y)− a¯) with respect to p′(y) where the primes
denote a coordinate transform from x→ y. That is
δ
δp(x)
(
H − λ
(∫
D[x]p(x)a(x)− a¯
))
=
δ
δp′(y)
(
H ′ − λ′
(∫
D′[y]p′(y)a′(y)− a¯
))
(115)
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where the δ denotes a functional derivative. To simplify Eq. (115), we note that, under coordinate transformation
D′[y] = D[x]J (116)
where J is the corresponding Jacobian. It then follows that one acceptable relationship between the transformed
and untransformed probabilities and observables is [121]: p′ = J−1p, q′ = J−1q (from normalization of the
coordinate transformed distributions); and a′ = a (from the conservation of
∫
D[x]p(x)a(x) under coordinate
transformation). Selecting these relations, we find H ′ =
∫
D[x]Jf(J−1p(x), J−1q(x)).
Thus Eq. (115) simplifies to
− λa(x) + g(p(x), q(x)) = −λ′a(x) + g(J−1p(x), J−1q(x)) (117)
where g(p, q) = δf(p, q)/δp. Since a(x) and the Jacobian, J , are arbitrary functions of x, then Eq. (117) can only
be true if g(p, q) = g(p/q) and λ = λ′. By integrating g, it then follows that f(p, q) = ph(p/q) up to an arbitrary
constant in q where h is some function of p/q. The fourth axiom on system independence ultimately fixes the
functional form for h.
To see this, we consider independent constraints on two systems described by coordinates x1 and x2 as follows∫
D[x]ak(xk)p(x1, x2) = a¯k (k = 1, 2). (118)
We then define H =
∫
D[x]p(x)h(r) where r(x) ≡ p(x)/q(x) and x ≡ {x1, x2}. Variation of H with respect to p
under the constraints given in Eq. (118) yields
δ
δp(x)
(
H − λ1
∫
D[x]p(x1, x2)a1(x1)− λ2
∫
D[x]p(x1, x2)a2(x2)
)
= h(r(x)) + r(x)h′(r(x))− λ1a1(x1)− λ2a2(x2)
= h(r1(x1)r2(x2)) + r1(x1)r2(x2)h
′(r1(x1)r2(x2))− λ1a1(x1)− λ2a2(x2) = 0 (119)
where, from system independence, we’ve set r(x) to r1(x1)r2(x2) and h′ = δh/δr. To obtain a simple differential
equation in terms of h(r), we take derivatives of the last line of Eq. (119) with respect to both x1 and x2 which
yields
r′1(x1)r
′
2(x2)(r
2
1r
2
2h
′′′(r1r2) + 4r1r2h′′(r1r2) + 2h′(r1r2)) = 0 (120)
which further simplifies to
r2h′′′(r) + 4rh′′(r) + 2h′(r) = 0 (121)
from which we find h(r) = −K log(r) +B +C/r with constant K, B and C. From H = ∫ D[x]p(x)h(r), we find that
H assumes the following form
H = −K
∫
D[x]p(x) log(p(x)/q(x)) (122)
up to a positive multiplicative factor K, and additive constants (independent of our model parameters p(x)) that
we are free to set to zero. In discrete form, this becomes [121]
H = −K
∑
i
pi log(pi/qi). (123)
Thus any function with a maximum identical to that of H can be used in making self-consistent inferences –
that is, inferences that satisfy the SJ axioms – about probability distributions. In the absence of any constraint,
maximizing H with respect to each pi returns the corresponding hyperparmeter qi up to a normalization constant.
The hyperparameters are therefore understood to be a probability distribution.
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Finally, a note on axiom 1 is in order: while our derivation was for a special type of constraint, our arguments
above hold and, in particular, maximizing the constrained H returns a unique set of {pi} if the constraints do not
change the overall convexity of the objective function.
The mathematics above help clarify the following important points about the principle of MaxEnt and, more
broadly, the philosophy of data analysis.
1) While historically MaxEnt has been closely associated to thermodynamics and statistical mechanics in physics,
nothing in H ’s derivation limits the applicability of MaxEnt to equilibrium phenomena. In fact, MaxEnt is a general
inference scheme valid for any probability distributions whether they be probability distributions over trajectories
or equilibrium states [38]. In fact, MaxEnt’s application to dynamical system is reviewed in Ref. [38]. To reiterate,
MaxEnt is no more tied to equilibrium than are Bayes’ theorem or even the concept of probability itself.
2) While the H derived from SJ’ axioms is additive, in that H({pij = uivj}) = H({ui}) +H({vj}), H can be used
to infer probability distributions for either additive or non-additive systems [130]. The SJ axioms only enforce
that if no couplings are imposed by the data, then no couplings should be imposed by hand. Put differently, the
function H that SJ have derived is not only valid for independent systems. It only says that if the data do not
couple two outcomes i and j, then the probabilities inferred must also be independent and satisfy the normal
addition and multiplication rule of normal probabilities. In this way, spurious correlations unwarranted by the data
are not introduced into the model inferred. Conversely, if data couples two outcomes, then this H constrained by
coupled data generates coupled outcomes.
This fundamentally explains why it is incorrect to use other unconventional entropies in model inference which
specifically enforce couplings by hand [130]. What is more, parametrizing ad hoc couplings (the q-parameter, say,
in the Tsallis entropy [283]) in a prior (equivalently the entropy) from data is tautological since the data are used
to then inform the prior and, simultaneously, the likelihood [282].
3) As a corollary to 2, H is not a thermodynamic entropy [38]. The thermodynamic entropy, S, is a number not
a function. S is H evaluated at its maximum, {p∗i }, under equilibrium (thermodynamic) constraints. While H is
additive, the thermodynamic entropy S, derived from H, may not be. The non-additivity of S originates from the
non-additivity of the constraints.
4) Historically, constraints used on H to infer probabilistic models were limited to means and variances [100,101]
and, in order to infer more complex models, exotic ad hoc constraints were developed leading to problems detailed
in Refs. [284–287]. But, as we have explained earlier, H is the logarithm of a prior and constraints on H are the
logarithm of a likelihood. Selecting constraints should be no more arbitrary than selecting a likelihood. Classical
thermodynamics, as it arises from MaxEnt, is therefore atypical. It is a very special (extreme) example where
data (such as average energy or, equivalently, temperature) is provided with vanishingly small error bar and the
likelihoods are delta-functions.
7.4 Repercussions to rejecting MaxEnt
Since the time when Jaynes provided a justification for the exponential distribution in statistical mechanics from
Shannon’s information theory [100, 101], other entropies have been invoked to justify more complex models in
the physical and social sciences such as power laws [283,288–296]. The most widely used of these entropies is
the Tsallis entropy [283].
It has been argued that the Tsallis entropy generalizes statistical mechanics because it is not additive [293,
295, 297]. That is, H({pij = uivj}) = H({ui}) + H({vj}) + H({ui})H({vj}), where  measures the deviation
from additivity (though the choice of  has been criticized because it is selected in an ad hoc manner by fitting
data [282,298,299]).
Non-additive entropies do not follow from the SJ axioms. In fact, the Tsallis entropy explicitly violates the fourth
axiom [130]. Thus, we can ascertain that the resulting H no longer generates self-consistent inferences about
probability distributions.
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To see this, we start from the discrete analog of Eq. (114) dictated by the third axiom
H(p) =
∑
k
f(pk) (124)
and, for simplicity only, we assume a uniform prior qj which we exclude from the calculation. Now we consider
bringing together two systems, indexed i and j, with probability pij .
The fourth axiom – system independence – says that bringing together two systems having marginal probabilities
u = {ui} and v = {vj} gives new probabilities pij that are factorizable as pij = uivj unless the data couples the
systems.
That is, under independent constraints, on {ui} and {vj} we have
H(p)− λa
∑
i,j
pijai − a¯
− λb
∑
i,j
pijbj − b¯
 . (125)
Taking a derivative with respect to pij = uivj then yields
f ′(pij)− λaai − λbbj = 0. (126)
Subsequently taking two more derivatives of Eq. (126) (with respect to ui and vj) yields
f ′′(pij) + pijf ′′′(pij) = 0. (127)
Defining f ′′(pα) ≡ g(pα), where α ≡ (i, j), yields from Eq. (127) g(pα) = −1/pα from which we obtain f(pα) =
−pα log pα + pα and, ultimately, H = −
∑
α pα log pα + C, where C is a constant.
By contrast, the Tsallis entropy is defined as
H ≡ K
1− q
(∑
k
pqk − 1
)
. (128)
This entropy satisfies SJ’s third axiom (by virtue of still being a sum over outcomes) but not the fourth axiom.
That is, even if data do not couple systems indexed i and j, it is no longer true that pij = uivj . Rather, the Tsallis
entropy assumes a coupling pij = p(ui, vj) even if no such coupling has yet been imposed by the data. What is
more, the constant q is fitted to the data from which it (problematically) follows that both prior and likelihood are
informed by the data [282].
To find precisely what the form of this coupling is, we repeat steps that lead us from Eqns. (125)-(127) except
treating pij as a general function of p(ui, vj) and using the f(pij) dictated by Eq. (128). This yields
(2− q)−1pij ∂
2pij
∂ui∂vj
=
∂pij
∂ui
∂pij
∂vj
. (129)
As a sanity check, in the limit that q approaches 1 (i.e. when the Tsallis entropy approaches the usual Shannon
information) we immediately recover pij = uivj .
The solution to Eq. (129) is [130]
pij =
(
uq−1i + v
q−1
j − 1
)1/(q−1)
. (130)
This exercise can be repeated for other entropies (such as the Burg entropy [300]) and the explicit form for the
correlations such entropies impose can be calculated [130].
Eq. (130) captures the profound consequence of invoking the Tsallis entropy, or other entropies not consistent
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with the SJ axioms, in probabilistic model inference. By virtue of violating SJ’s fourth axiom the Tsallis entropy
imposes coupling between events where none are yet warranted by the data. By contrast, couplings can be
introduced in models from the normal Shannon entropy by either systematically selecting a prior distribution,
{qk}, with couplings or letting the data impose those couplings.
8 Concluding Remarks and the Danger of Over-interpretation
Throughout this review we have discussed multiple modeling strategies. We began by investigating how model
parameters may be inferred from data. We then explored more sophisticated formalisms that have allowed us to
infer not only model parameters, but models themselves starting from broader model classes. We discussed how
information theory is useful across data analysis and how it connects to Bayesian methods.
While the formalisms we have presented are powerful and perform well on test (synthetic) data sets used to
benchmark the data, it is difficult to determine how well they perform on real data.
For instance, it may be difficult to quantify if Bayesian-inspired parameter averaging – which is critical in model
selection – ultimately rejects models on the basis of parameter values that may be unphysical (such as infinite
standard deviations) and should not have been considered in the first place.
What is more, we often do not know the exact likelihood in any analysis either. Thus, the more we ask of a model
inference scheme, the more sensitive we become to over-interpretation because noise properties may not be
well captured by our approximate likelihood. We gave as a concrete example that inference methods that do not
start with a fixed number of states in the analysis of time series data, may interpret drift as the occupation of new
states over the course of the time trace.
Likewise, inferences made under one choice of noise model are biased by this choice. So, in practice, non-
parametric mixture models are still limited by the parametric choice for their distribution over observations which
then determine the states that will be populated.
Despite these apparent shortcomings, the analysis methods presented here outperform methods from the recent
past and broaden our thinking. Furthermore, the mechanistic insights provided from statistical modeling may
ultimately help inspire new theoretical frameworks to describe biological phenomena.
The mathematical frameworks we’ve described here are helpful and worth investigating in their own right. They
suggest what model features should be extractable from data and, in this sense, may even help inspire new types
of experiments.
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